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Dixon Replies to McKinley
PROPULSION
Washington, March 6. Another letter was added today to the literature
of the presidential primary "challenge"
HAD NO PERSONAL AMBITIONS episode. Mr. Roosevelt's manager. VICE PRESIDENT IS SWORN DEPARTED TWO YEARS AGO
Senator Dixon, replying to the deof the LI YUEN HENG WILL ACT AS EXPEDITION, WHICH NUMBERED
HE IS WILLING TO TRY FOR NOMI- mand of Director McKinley
Mr.
whom
to
Taft
know
PROXY FOR PRESIDENT-ELEC'bureau,
by
SIXTY, HAS BEEN AWAY
NATION SOLELY FOR COUNDixon had ibeen given authority to
YUAN SHI KAI.
SINCE 1910
TRY'S GOOD
issue the primary challenge to the
Taft force, wrote:
March
6. A missionary
Peking,
Ixmdon, March 6. A rumor is pubIn adressing you I acted as the rep
Mineola, L I., March 6. Secretarj
F. Day,
belonging to the lished in an evening paper that Capt.
Stim8on's speech in Chicago last resentative of the 'men elected by named
Church of England mission, and at- Robert F. Scott, the British Antarctic
night supporting President Taft for popular vote to stand as the heads of
tached to the district of Pao Ting Fu, explorer, has
the south pole.
nomination
in
their
several
brought
the republican
the government
was
killed today by mutinous soldiers. Mrs. Scott declares that she has heard
from Mr. Roosevelt today a tart re- states' to whom Colonel Roosevelt'a
Mr. Day, Bishop Charles P. Scott, nothing from her htisband and there
letter of February 24 was sent."
ply.
of the North China diocese, and an- is no confirmation obtainable from
Senator Dixon charged the Taft
"In regard to Mr. Stimson's stateother missionary, F. S. Hughes, were any source.
ment that against my original inten- forces with ''seeking to evade the
making a regular tour or the mission
of
appearthrough the subterfuge
tion I am being forced by certain perstations in the vicinity of Pao Ting
Captain Robert Falcon Scott, of the
sons into the arena this year, I need ing to question my authority in sub Fu.
at Tien Cwang Yang, British royal navy is at the head of
Arriving
to
merely say," declared Colonel Roose- mitting the primary proposition
Bishop Scott sent Day and Hughes an expedition, which included 60 men,
velt, "that the statement is correct you." He declares his authority to to Chin Chow to fetch letters. The 20 Siberian ponies, 30
dogs and two
Mr.
only in the sense that it would be cor issue the challenge is based on
two missionaries founG mutinous sol motor
which left England in
sledges,
western
to
the
as
Roosevelt's
gov
letter
statement
rect to make the same
diers sacking the town. These com
'1910, on the Terra Nova.
to my advocacy of Mr. Stimson for ernors of February 24, in which he an- mandeered the missionaries' carts, July,
His plans for the journey from
to
the
readiness
nounced
his
accept
governor in 1910. In that contest,
and on the missionaries trying to re- King Edward's land to the pole includas in this, I was exceedingly reluctant nomination and expressed the hope cover them, Mr. Day was killed. Mr. ed
the use of three means of sledge
primaries Hughes took
to be drawn into the contest. In that that direct presidential
refuge in the town halL traction ponies, dogs and motors
in
be
would
stat.
for
every
from
I
arranged
acted
as
only
in
this,
contest,
where he still remains.
and ponies were to be taken in sufNo clearer authority for my chal
a sense of duty to the people as a
A British attache from the legation
ficient numbers to insure a thoroughsaid
Senator
could
was
be
I
as
contest
had,"
in
that
lenge
and
whole,
accompanied by a detachment of eight ly
amount of food being car
sailed with precisely the same argu- Dixon in his letter.
British soldiers, left this morning for riedadequate
to
base
of Beardmora glacier.
the
camChairman McKinley of the Taft
ments of the great majority of those
Chin Chow to rescue Mr. Hughes.
Stores sufficient for three years were
headat
was
not
the
committee'
now
me."
nre
pagin
who
assailing
Geueral L4 Yuen Heng, the vice
quarters when Senator Dixon's sec president of the Chinese republic, is carried.
The colonel continues:
In January nil Captain Scott and
'It I bail considered only my own ond letter was delivered.
leaving Wu Chang for Nanking, where his comrades went south to establish
he will take the oath as proxy for
personal interests and personal pref
depots, later returning to New ZealYuan Sbi Kai, the president-elec-t
of
erence, I should, of course, have kept
All through the summer It was
and.
the republic. Tang Shao Yai, is pro- Intended to make
out of the 1910 campaign, have let
the final prepara
HARD
IT
SAYS
Sarat
the! machine remain in control
ceeding from Peking to Nanking, to tlons for the last dash toward the
take the oath as premier. When these
atoga and seen the state go demo
which was to be carried out at
formalities have been completed, the polo
cratic by 30,000 majority, as under
the
end
of the year.
PLEASANT
TO
LOOK
entire republican cabinet will come to
those circumstances it certainly would
Four
other
expeditions now are in
Peking at once.
have gone.
the
each of them with a
Antarctic,
"I went in because I conscientiousto attaining the South pole. 1'ae
view
IT
More Troops Needed
ly felt that it was my duty to take COLONEL ROOSEVELT THINKS
niost important of these is considered
TIRESOME TO HAVE HIS PICWashington, Maich 6 American to
my part in the fight for honest govbe that of the Norwegian capain,
TURE TAKEN
Minister Calhoun has called on Major
ernment, for genuine
Roald Amundsen, who is utilizing the
Amerfor
more
to
Bell
at
the
Manila
(leneral
by the people, without regard
the celebrated polar shlo which
Mineola, N. Y., March 6. For the ican troops for China services. Gen- Fiam,
consequences to myself; and I am in
Dr. Fridtjof Nansen used in his exploRoosein
war
his life Theodore
eral Bell has informed the
departthis fight on precisely the same basis first time
rations in the Arqtic ocean from 1893
and for practically the same reasons. velt today served as a juror and is ment and it is expected he will dis- to 1896.
Captain Amundsen left
"Let me add, in view of the ques- earning $3 a day. A crowd greeted patch the remaining battalion of the Buenos
toward the end of 1910.
Ayres
Fifteenth
about
Mineola
him
he
reached
when
from
infantry, numbering
tions of certain friends, that neither
Another
is that of the
expedition
Mr. Stimson nor any other man whom Oyster Bay. A case continued from 700 men, to Tien Tsin at once.
Dr. Mawson, who was one
Austrian,
R:it-isMinister
that
Calhoun
it
was announced, would
reported
I have supported for public office owes yesterday,
missionaries in Chi !J province of the members of the Shackelton exme any gratitude for doing so; I sup- take up most of today's session, so it
and ..hat rative pedition. The vessel used by him is
port a man, not to get his gratitude was unlikely that Mr. Roosevelt woulJ have been attacked
ot Shan the Aurora, which left Australia !J
in
the
Christians
on
province
a
case
be
to
but
called
sit
today,
hut because I believe he will render
have been massacred. Republi- November, 1910.
good service to the people, and I ask jurors were not. excused. .Mr. Roosj-vel- t tung
The German Antarctic expedition
can
troops are reported to be leaving
accordingly put in the time in tho
nothing from any man in return exunder the Leadership of Lieutenant
The
Tsin.
Tien
Che
Foo
for
today
room
he
settled
where
to
service
grand jury
cept that he render such
minister adds that while no imme- - H'ilhelm Filchner, of the Bavarian
the people, and I judge him accord- down in a chair with a book.
army, sailed on board the steamer
diate
danger threatens Peking,
was
colonel
somewhat annoyed
The
ingly.
Tien
at
are
needed
tioia1
Tsin, Deutschland from Buenos Ayres on
troops
the persistent attention of the
"As for the question concerning
the October 5 last year.
are
where
assisting
troops
foreign
'who are forcing me into the arena' camera squad that followed him at
A Japanese expedition under Lieuorder.
Chinese officials in preserving
every step.
the answer is easy.
tenant
Shlrase left for the south on
"It's awfully hard," he said, "to
"Which side is making the demand
Klanan Maru from Sydney
lxard
the
when
look
your
pleasant
Trouble at Tien Tsin Expected
for open primaries and which side is smile and
on November 20, last.
harbor
Tien Tsin, March 6. The Chinese
stifling this demand wherever pos- picture is taken so often."
sible, refusing to accede to It save unauthorities, it is reported, have reder compulsion and trusting to the
quested the immediate despatch of
WOMAN ACCUSED
use of patronage, to such methods as
Chinese troops to Tm Tsin to mainTODAY IN CONGRESS.
those tried in the recent Kansas City
Atlanta, Ga., March 6. After spen; tain order there. It may be regarded,
to
those
and
a
in
where
station
the
certain
as
that
ing
police
night
however,
congressional convention,
absolutely
very machine leaders who have turn-- . she was held on the charge of shoot- the commanders of detachments of
ed a complete somersault as regards ing her husband yesterday. Mrs. Daisy foreign troops will not allow Chinese
Washington, March 0. Senate In
the president during the last four Ulrich Obie Grace, was released to reinforcements to approach within session at 1.30 p. m.
Her preliminary-hearin- seven miles of Tien Tsin and will not
day on $500 bond.
years.
Resumed final debate on British
was set for next Wednesday permit the terms of tne protocol in and French arbitration treaties, which
"These leaders are managing the
campaign against me; and if they afternoon. Grace lies gravely wounl- - regard to the foreign concession to may be voted on before aujournment
were deliberately trying to wreck the ed at St. Joseph's hospital and is con be broken in any way
Game preservation societies advorepublican party they would follow scious only at intervals. He is 2s
cated federal protection of migratory
precisely the tactics they have bean years old, while she is 40.
game birds before forest reservations
The police are alleged to have disPROHIBITIONIST ELECTED
folowing tactics which make it seem
committee.
that they would rather see the repub- covered that Grace recently had M?
Seattle, Wash., March 6. Complcn'
Finance committee concluded its
lican party defeated than see it re- life insured for $25,000, making his returns from yesterday's election for hearing on steel tariff revision bill.
stored to what it was under Lincoln wife the beneficiary. Grace htmsolf mayor give George F. Cotterill 31,655;
House Met at noon.
and see it become again the genuine has charged his wife with the shoot- Hiram C. Gill, 31,010, a majority for
With Mrs. Taft again present, Lawparty of the people, the party that ing. His mother stands by her daughter-in- Cotterill of 645. The other officers rence strike hearing was continued
and says she believes her elected are:
stands for real popular rule, and for -law,
before rules committee with city ofthe highest ideals of social and indus- pon is "out of his head."
counsel, James E. ficials testifying.
Corporation
trial justice to be achieved througn
Governor Gilchrist of Florida, at
Yesterday afternoon the police were Bradford; comptroller, Harry Carrol',
called to a residence in the mo-ipopular rule.
treasurer, E. L. Terry; councilmen, Everglades investigation, told commit"We stand for direct presidential exclusive home district of' Atlanta A. J. Goddard, A. F. Haas, John F. tee he desired the report of Clark's
preferential primaries everywhere, in Arriving they were compelled to break- Pierce, Chariest Marble. All socialist position in the controversy brought
Massachusetts, in Illinois, in New down the door. They found Grace, candidates for office were defeated out.
Kent
York (for in New York the present with a bullet in his side. He told a
protested
George F. Cotterill, the mayor-e- l K t,
Representative
primary law, passed by the machines rambling story in which his wife fig- is widely known as the national head against "fraud and misrepresentaof two parties is expressly designed ured. Mrs. Grace is said to have ben of the Independent Order of Good tions" of liquor interest at hearing on
to prevent either party from escaping the widow of a Philadelphia
bill prohibiting liquor shipment from
Templars. He also has national
wet into dry states.
as a prohibition speaker.
the control of the professional politi
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cians and from falling under the control of the people). If our opponents
TO
wish the people to have their
let
them support of new primaries.
"If in open primaries, without coGO TO
ercion or fraud, without pressure
brought by the use of patronage or by
the promise or by the withholding of
patronage, the plain people of the republican party declare that the do
not wish me nominated, then most
DEPARTMENT
REALIZES
MAKES A REPLY IN WHICH HE certainly I do not wish the nomina- REV. F. DAY OF THE CHURCH OF LONDON PAPER PUBLISHES DIS WAR
; if
NEED
tion
wish
PROTECTION
do
PATCH
OF
MORE
ENGLAND
that
ANNOUNCING
declare
DOWN
SUCCESS
AT
SHOT
they
PAST
they
OF
ACTIONS
EXPLAINS
me, not in my Interest, but in the InFOR INTERNATIONAL
LINE
PAO TING FU,
OF ANTARCTIC TRIP
TWO YEARS
terest of the people as a whole, then,
as I have already said, I will accept
will strive to serve the people HIS COMRADE MAKES ESCAPE PARTY TRAVELED ON SLEDGES DESTROY AMERICAN PROPERTY
and
WORKS ONLY FOR THE PEOPLE
with all of whatever powers I possess."
RANCH
IN SONORA IS
REV.
IN
S.
SACKED

COLONEL

l
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WIRE TELEGRAPH
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TEMPT TO TAKE CITY
Washington, March 6. The admin
istration, it was learned today, is
planning to send more troops to the
Mexican border. Secretary Stimson,
on his return from Chicago tomorrow,
is expected to take up with President
Taft the number of troops to be sent
and their disposiion. The Mexican
ambassador is expected to have a
conference with President Taft today.
State department officials did rot
credit today a report that Mexican
minister of foreign affairs, Manuel
Caiero, had declared the Mexican people would hold as hostages Amerl.-an- s
and all other foreigners should for
eign troops enter Mexico.
were
Official advices from Mexic
meager. Although rebels are report
ed in control of Chihuahua, American
Consul Summers telegraphed that the
situation is less dangerous han t
any time since February 1.
American Consul Hollan-- t at Sal- tillo, state of Coahuila, said that while
there had been no encounters with
rebels in Jazaminal, a town south erf
Sallillo, much uneasiness existed
there. The Americans in their district, he reports, either are coming into Saltillo or are starting for the Uni-reStates.
San Luis, in eastern Guerrerp, is reported as having been takeu by the
ipbels l.ut Acapulco, on the coast in
the same state, is quiet It was
that the Mexican ambassador's
.:all at the White House
robibly
would have to do with the tlleged
statement of the Mexican minister of
foreign affairs. State department officials did not believe that Minister
Caiero could have been correctly
quoted.
d

Cowboys Were Not Hurt
El Paso, Tex., March 6. A telegram
was received here today from George
.!. Reiger of Hayden, Arizona, statins
that Mexican malcontents had destroyed his ranch in Sonora, Mexico, and
taken his cattle. The train which Is
expected to bring Americans out of
Chihuahua to El Paso had not started
this foitnoon, according to railway
officials.
The delay is believed to be
due to congestion of troop trains, and
not to any unwillingness of the rebels, who have joined forces a!.
to permit foreigners : leave.
Lieutenant Hall, who was sent to
Columbus, N. M., Monday, reported
to Colonel Steever today that In the
fight between Mexican bandits and
cowboys no Americans were killed or
injured. Lieutenant Hall talked to
two of the cowiboys who were driven
from the ranch, which is on the Mexican side of the border. The cowboys
confirmed the newspaper reports in
all essential particulars.

Americans Relieved
Torreon, Mex., March 2. (via
March 6, delayed in transmissionsThe 53 American citizens at
Velardena were relieved on PebruarJ
29 by a force of rural guards under
the command of General Pereyra. The
mine and smelter of the American
Smelting and Refining company are
still working. A detachment of 125
rural guards was left to garrison Velardena.
Par-rase-

Foreigners Fears Calmed
Chihuahua, Mex., March 6. (via El
Paso.) The insurrecto soldiers who
arrived here last night from Juarez,
s
were given quarters In the
today. Pancho Villa and his
federal troops are encamped 20 miles
govern-barrack-

west of here on the line of the railroad. Villa is quoted as stating that
he has no present Intention of attack
ing the city.
This assertion has had the effect
somewhat
of
calming the fears
of Americans and other foreigners.
In compliance with President Taft's
warning, however, many foreigners
will go to El Paso as soon as trains
are available.

MITCHELL

SENDS

COMMON IICATION
TO COURT
VICE PRESIDENT OF LABOR FEDERATION REFUSES TO PLEDGE

SNEED'S FATHER KILLED
Georgetown, Tex., March 6. John
T. Sneed was killed here by one of
his tenants, R. O. Hillard. The assassin killed himself. He said he shot
for revenge..
John T. Sneed was the father of
John Beal Sneed. The latter recently
was on trial for the killing of Captain
A. G. Boyce.
The first tragedy was
the sequel to the elopement of Captain Boyce's son with Sneed's wife.
Hillard met Sneed In front of the
postofflce and opened fire immediate
ly, killing Sneed Instantly. Then he
killed himself. He left a note saying
Sneed had treated him badly, and
that he first had intended to kill him
and then to feign insanity.
At first it was erroneously said chat
Al Boyce, whose elopement with Joan
Beal Sneed's wife started the feud
had done the shooting. It is believea
young Boyce remains in Manitoba
he and Mrs. Sneed went from
Texas.

ATTEMPT TO SINK

A

LARGE BATTLESHIP
OPENING OF SEA VALVE IN NEW
HAMPSHIRE
TO BE SUBJECT
OF INVESTIGATION
New York, March 6. That the bat
tleship New Hampshire narrowly es
caped sinking at tne BrooWyn navy
yard on Monday has just leaked out
from unofficial sources. The battleship was about to he towed out of
the dry dock after undergoing repairs.
When the big dock was flooded three
tugs made fast to the battleship and
started to pull her out when one of
the blue jackets discovered that a sea
valve had been broken and water was
pouring Into the vessel In great vol
umes. She was replaced m the docE
quickly and the water pumped out.
How the valve became displaced
probably will be a subject for a court
of inquiry. It is too far below the
water line to have been knocked off
accidentally and there is a suspicion
that it may have been tampered with.
'

GENERAL

ANDRADE IS

ASSASSIN'S VICTIM
DEAD MAN WAS CHIEF FACTOR IN
SUPPRESSION OF, TROUBLE
IN

ECUADOR

Guayaquil, Ecuador, March 6. Gen
eral Julio Andrade, the military com
mander at Guayaquil, was assassinated at Quito last night by some of his
soldiers. General Julio Andrade was
the chief figure in the suppression of
the recent revolution in Ecuador, after the death of President Estrada.
He took command of the army, sup
porting the Quito government, v.bkh
favored General Lenidas Plaza who
took over the reins of government on
President Estrada's death.
On several occasions he met 'and
defeated the insurgent army under
General Flavio Alfaro, which supported the plaims of General Montero and
finally suppressed the revolution by
General Moncapturing Guayaquil.
tero was tried by court martial at
Guayaquil and then dragged into the
streets, beheaded and burred hy the
angry populace.
Eloy Alfaro, Flavio Alfaro, Medaro
Alfaro, CTtano Paez and Manuel Serrano, other revolutionary leaders, suffered a similar fate at Quito. The
country then became quiet and arrangements were being made to elect
a president for tne next ton: years,
General Plaza being nominated by the
liberals.
It is now reported that General Andrade was killed at the head of the
police, while trying to quell a revolutionary movement In Quito and not
assassinated, as first stated.
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IF
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HE
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TO

OBEY

DECREES HE WOULD
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RATHER BE HELD IN CONTEMPT
THAN

TO

IMPUGN

FORMERLY

GIVEN

TESTIMONY
BEFORE

THE TRIBUNAL

Washington, March 6 John Mitch
president of the American
Federation of Labor, today declined
to give to Judge Wright, of the su
preme court of the District of Columbia, any assurance that he expected
"hereafter to lend adherence to the
decrees of the judicial tribunals of
this land." To do so, he declared;
would be an admission that he had
heretofore failed to comply with lawful decrees. Mr. Mitchell said he hadi
rather be convicted of contempt than
be acquitted on any other groun t
than the facts In the case. Mr. Mitchell's letter to the court follows:
"Judge Wright:
"Sir At the close of my examination in the contempt procedings instituted against Mr. Gompers, Mr
Morrison and me, the court stated
I was free at any time before these
proceedings closed to give expression
to the court, either orally, or iu writHH HI
ten communication, on the subject of
the following recommendations: 'The
court strongly iecoinmeuds ti'at'yop,.
consider again the propriety of ac
quainting the court before these pro
ceedings close with your conviction
whether you ought, and whether you
expect, hereafter, to lend adherence
to the decrees of the judicial tribunals
of the land in matters committed by
law to their jurisdiction and power."
"I have given the court's recommendation careful thought and serious
consideration, as a result of which r,
desire to say I believe that a state
meht by me that 'I expect hereafter
to lend adherence to the decrees of
the judicial tribunals of the land'
would be subject to no other interpretation than that I nave heretofore
failed or refused to comply with the
lawful decrees of the court and that
my evidence in this proceeding was
not truthful and sincere and in keeping with the facts in the case. I am
not willing to make any statement
that would impugn my testimony I
am not willing by any device or subterfuge to attempt to deceive the
court or secure an acquittal by aay
other means than those of the evidence and the truthfulness of my testimony.
"Indeed, I should feel more contentment if I am convicted, conscious
of the rectitude of my course and
the truthfulness of my evidence than
were I acquitted on any other ground
than the facta aa they have been presented to the court and the law as it
has been enunciated by the higher
tribunal.
"Yours respectfully.
JOHN MITCHELL.
"(Signed)
ell, vice

--

FIGHTERS BEAR A GRUDGE
Oakland, Calif., March 6. For the
are
novel reason that the fighters
nursing personal grudges against each
other, the city commissioners have
declared off the return match between
Frankie Burns and Johnny Frayne,
scheduled here for March 20. The authorities declare that boxing must be
conducted in a scientific spirit and
that the recent ten round go between
Burns and Frayne was marked by attempts tC injure each other.
ANOTHER

"CHANCE"

San Francisco, March 6. Johnny
Kilbane, the new featherweight champion filling a vaudeville engagement
here, announ i last night his willingness to give his defeated rival, .be
Attell, an opportunity to regain the
abor Pay as a
,gestina;
title,
T

dnt
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is a first cousin of the) Duke of Viren.
who married Anita siewart of New
York.
Don Miguel of liraganza. the
pretender to the throne of Portugal.
Is her mother's brother. Her succession to the throne of Luxemburg will
constitute an addition to the Roman
Catholic sovereigns of Europe. For,
although her father and grandfather
both were Lutherans, yet her mother,
the Infanta Maria of Braganza, is a
EUROPEAN POWERS ARE TRYING devout adherent of the church of
Rome.
It is said that she absolutely
TO SOLVE A DIFFICULT
to give her hand in marriage
declined
PROBLEM.
to the then crown prince of Luxemburg unless he agreed to permit all
Lionaon, March 6. What future dis the children born of the union to be
position Is to be made of Luxemburg? brought up in her faith.
This is the interesting question that
Luxemburg has engaged the anxious
has been most discussed in European attention of the diplomats of Europe
chancellories since the death, last for years because the great military
week of Grand Duke William, me road for invading armies' from Ger
ruler of the little buffer state wedged many or France lies through It. In
In between France, Germany and Bel area it is almost insignificant. An
glum.
army could march from the northern
Since 1815, and by confirmation un to the southern frontier of the county
der the treaty of London, the king of hi twenty hours, or from the eastern
the Netherlands was sovereign of Lux to the western in half a day. The
emburg. Upon his death in 1890, the withdrawal of six thousand Prussians
operation of the Salic law gave the in 1870, the garrison necessary to man
crown to the late Herzog, Alphonse the defenses of the city, which is
Grand Duke Alphonse had only one the capital of the grand duchy, In time
son, the hereditary grand duke, Wil of peace, reduced the population oneBut in later-- years the new
11am, and the latter had but a daugh half.
ter.
quarter of the city, made possible by
drawn
So the death of the grand duke leveling the fortifications, has
to
the
picturesque
residents
foreign
William brings the House of Nassau
to an end and promises to make the capital, so its present population
one
little principality its area is harmy numbers about 20,000. Nearly
two
officers,
with
more than thrice that of New York hundred soldiers
the historic 'ura-pet- s
city the home of European conten- volunteers, guard
about which the continent of
tion. France sees in its acquisition
entire
at "it a partial compensation for the Europe battled so long. Thenumbers
of Luxemburg
army
standing
an
advanloss of Alsace-Lorraiand
hundred volunteers.
tageous weapon for use in the recov- less than four
of the grand
industries
chief
The
Rhineland.
ery of the
and mining
stock
are
raising
Prussia, too, appreciates this most duchy
of German oriare
The
mostly
people
clearly, Holland will probably advance
lana claim to sovereignty, while Belgium gin, but French is the prevailing
guage.
doubtiess will claim ttie little territory as geographically her own. To
A
the great powers the stratctfc value CASCARETS CURE
HEADACHE
BILIOUS
forto
of the country,
the smaller its
ests, orchards and vineyards are the
clease your
attraction; and the makings of a very Gently but thoroughly Bowels and
and
stomach
Liver,
He
In
of
extinction
the
pretty quarrel
you feel great by morning.
the House of Nassau.
Mutual jealousies are pretty sure to
You're bilious, you have a throbmilitate against the success of any
sensation In your head, a bad
bing
plan for the annexation or the little
taste in your mouth, your eyes burn,
grand duchy to eitaer France, Gerskin is yellow, with dark rings
many or Belgium. It Is probable that your
under
your eyes; your lips are
the European powers will be obliged
feel ugly,
to hold a conference to settle the parched. No wonder you
Your sytsem
and
mean
matter and that in the end It will be
not properly passed on,
decided that Luxemburg should con- is full of bile
need is a cleaning up
and
what
you
tinue as a neutral state.
Inside. Don't continue being a bilious
In the event of such a decision beto yourself and those who
mate to assert nuisance
ing agreed upon. It
vou. and don't resort to harsh
that the late grand duke William will love
that Irritate and injure. Re- 'e succeeded on the throne by his physics
memh
that every disorder of the
WKghter, the grand duchess
sicken.
or
Maria Aclrteido, elgnteen years old
intestines can be
and one of tft prettiest processes in stomach, liver and
with gencured
by
morning
quickly
all Europe. tAs a matter of fact, the
work
Cascarets
they
tle,
thorough
people of Luemburp' already have while
A
box from
sleep.
you
proclaimed the yoouiful grand duchess
your druggist will keep you and the
as their sovereign.
entire family feeling good for months.
Contrary to the general supposition Children love to take Cascarets, be
there is nothing in the constitution or cause
and never gripe
they taste
' that the late Grand Duke William will
or sicken.
Maria Adelaide from the throne.
When King William of the Netherlands died In 1890, the Salic law existed in Luxemburg and consequently 4-- ARBOR DAY PROCLAMATION
the female line was deharred from the
succession. But some twelve years
4
ago Luxemburg changed the law and
Whereas, Section 1625 of the com
the
a
enacted statute permitting
grand piled laws of New Mexico
provides
duke to be succeeded on the throne
that the second Friday in March of
event
by the eldest daughter in the
each year shall be set apart and
of their being no son.
known as Arbor Day, and that day
The grand duchess Maria Adelaide shall be a holiday in all the public
schools
of New Mexico: provided,
that the actual planting of trees may
be done on the day designated or at
such other more convenient times as
may best conform to the local clima
tic conditions, such other times to
be designated by the county school
of the respective
superintendents
counties ;
is good practice, if you have
Now Therefore, L William C. Mc
plenty of time and even if
Donald, governor of the state of New
you haven't.
Mexico, in pursuance of the law, and
by virtue of the authority in me vest
The b'isy man, who has
ed, do hereby designate and proclaim
only a half hour for lunch
Friday, the Eighth day of March, A.
(but who requires unflagging
D. 1912 as Arbor Day. The said Eighth
energy) will "get up steam"
day of March shall be observed as a
holiday by all the public schools of
quickly and pleasantly on a
the state of New Mexico.
dish of
The school superintendents of the
respective counties are hereby direct
ed to give the proper notice of the
Grape-Nut- s
particular day in such county when
the people and school children shall
and Cream.
actually plant trees.
The importance of tree planting
One can take time to eat
must be apparent to all good citizens.
The day can and should be made one
slowly of this crisp, nutty
of pleasure as a holiday, as well as
as
brain
profitable for this and coming genera
it only requires a small bulk
tions.
of this concentrated food to
Done at the executive office this
nourish an active man thor
the Second day of March, A. D. 1912.
Witness my hand and the Great
oughly during the day and
Seal of the State of New Mexico.
brain clear for the calls
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Eating

Slowly

keep
upon it.

"There's a Reason"
Postum Cereal Company, Ltd.
Battle Creek, Mich.

(Signed)
WILLIAM C. M 'DONALD.

By the Governor:
ANTONIO LUCBRO,
Secretary of State.

The Onue prints all to

nirt.

IN

MOVING

PICTURES
FAMOUS

ACTRESS

APPEARS

IN

SOON TO BE
CINDERELLA,
SHOWN AT THE BROWNE

Cinderella, In three reels, with probably the greatest artist who has ever
appeared in motion pictures. Miss
Mabel Taliaferro in the name part,
has been produced by the Selig Polyscope company and will be shown
in licensed moving picture theaters
throughout the world at an early date.
Photoplay critics and all others who
have been fortunate enough to witness this subject at private exhibition, are loud in their enthusiastic
predictions of what lies in store for
the picture world. The Selig people
claim this as their greatest masterpiece and that means a great deal.
It surpasses in every detail everything that has gone before, and when
we look back to their wonderful success such as "The Two Orphans,"
"Lost in the Jungle," etc., we are
brought to a strong realization of
Just how elaborate, how sumpuutous.
anj. how near technical perfection
this must be.
N. W. Selig is a firm believer in
combinations, and as Ashton Stevens,
the eminent Chicago dramatic critic,
said in a recent full page article on
the Cinderella production: "Mr. Selig
lias here given the publie h combination that will be hard, if possible, to
Cinderella is perhaps
ever equal."
the best known tale in history. The
production which Mr. Selig has given
the story ranks as one of the most
costly ever attempted by any produc
er, either legitimate or picture. Miss
Taliaferro is one of the legitimate
tage's best known, most popular and
highest priced stars and is without a
doubt the most expensive star that
has ever appeared in motion pictures.
Eight weeks were employed in pro
ducing this masterpiece, 300 people
were used, there are 99 scenes and
the cost of production '.nclnding Miss
Taliaferro's salary for oight weeks is
All H th popular
given at $21,310.
eastern Selig players appear 'n the
cast ard each Is cast hi n part suit
Manable to his or her personality
of the
agers Duncan and
Browne Theater are making every effort to secure this supe'' sei of films
and announce that arrangemen.s
been practically completed
have
whereby they will be seen at their
house soon after their release.
ENDS INDIGESTION
IN

Gas,

A

FEW

MOMENTS

Heartburn, Sourness and all
Misery In Stomach Vanishes

MARCH 6, 1912.

OHIO BENCH SHOW

Columbus, O., March 6. A large
number of high-bredogs that have
been winning blue ribbons or. the
American Kennel club circuit this sea-eoare to be seen at the annual
berch show of the Centra: Ohio Ken-nit- l
club in this city ine exhibition
opened this morning anc will continue
until Saturday. In three classes, greyhounds, cocker 3pante'n and i, oodles.
the entries are sail to be the most
numerous ever exhibited at any show
outside of New Yo-- k city.
AB80LUTE r'JRITY.
An expert chemist has tested the
candies manufactured uy Potters and
has discovered that they are absoThe
lutely free from adulteration.
coloring matters used are strictly veg
etable and harmless, even In the
cheaper grades of confections. Potters on Douglas avence is the home
of the best Ice cream, soda water and
candy in Las Vegas.
SEVENTH

DAY ADVENTISTS

Calgary, Alta, March 6 During the
two weeks beginning with today Cal
gary is to be the host of the annual
convention of the Western Canadian
Union conference of Seventh Day
The attendance at the gathering includes many leaders of the
denomination in Manitoba, Alberta,
Saskatchewan and British Columbia.
GDEATER LAS VEGAS
Can be made a beautifel city at
night as well as by day by th liberal

Those merchants
electric
signs have been more than pleased
with the result. Their places of bus
iness have been made so attractive
that the volume of trade has increased
materially. Electric signs are cheaper
than you imagine. See us for figures.
The Las Vegas Light and Power comuse of electricity.

who already have Installed

pany.
BASKETBALL CAMPIONSHIP
'
Chicago, 111., March C. The third

annual tournament to decide the ama
teur basketball championship of the
central states is te e held In the
Evanston Y. M. C. A. gymnasium, beginning tomorrow and continuing until the end of the week. Schools and
academies in nine states will be rep
resented in the tournament.
THE BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA
Discovered that in taking hikes
across land and mountains that sonic
parts of their uniforms got more wear
than others and especially so with
their Duck and
Leggings.
You can find an assortment of Boys
Leggings at 35c a air, and Men's
Leggings at 50c at The 5, 10 and 25
Cent Store.
THE LETTER CARRIER
Will thank you if you will attach a
letter box in front of your house, and
you can buy same at 25 cents each

at The

5, 10

and

25

Cent Store.

PURE STIMULANTS
Should be a part of the equipment
Nothing will remain undigested or of every properly stocked home.
sour on your stomach if you will take Our stock of whiskies is pure and is

a little Dlapepsin occasionally. This
and antiacid,
powerful
digestive
though as harmless and pleasant as
candy, will digest and prepare for assimilation into the blood all the food
you can eat.
Eat what jour stomach craves,
without the slightest fear of Indigestion or that you will be bothered with
sour risings, belching, gas on stom
ach, heartburn, headaches from stomach, nausea, bad breath, water brash
or a feeling like you had swallowed
a lump of lead, or other disagreeable
miseries. Should you be suffering
now from anv stomach disorder you
can get relief within five minutes.
If you will get from your pharma
case of Pape's Dlapepsin
cist a
you could always go to the table with
a hearty apeptite, and your meals
would taste, good, because you would
know there would be no indigestion or
sleepless nights or headache or stom
ach misery all the next day; and, besides, you would not need laxatives
or liver pills to keep your stomach
and bowels clean and fresh.
Pape's Dlapepsin can be obtained
from your druggist, and contains
more than sufficient to thoroughly
cure the worst case of indigestion or
dyspepsia. There is nothing better
for gas on the stomach or sour odors
from the stomach or to cure a stom
ach headache.
You couldn't keep a handier
oi
more useful article in the house.
WERE YOU PREPARED
For the sudden blizzard that iu
scended from the north Monday night?
Were your coal bins full? If not call
up the Coors" Lumber company and
order fuel. Orders will be filled without delay.

.

PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAY8
Your druggist will refund money if
PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any
case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or
Protruding Piles in 6 to 14 days. RV

The Store Thai Sells Woeltex Styles

d

uuequaled for medicinal purposes.
It is particularly suited for family
use. We carry a full line of excellent
wines. Home trade a specialty. The
Opera Bar, Charles Farley, proprietor.
EASTER

IS COMING.

NEWS FROM THE
STATE CAPITAL

The Woman Hard
Santa Fe, N. .M., March 6. Lieutenant F. W. Barrows, who
spent
three weeks at Roswell
inspecting
Battery A and its equipment, has left
Roswell for Dallas, Texas, and St.
Louis, thence returning to his headquarters at Kansas City.
Chaves County Helps on Roads
The board of county comimssioners
of Chaves county has ordered a warrant for $1,500 to be drawn to be added to the $1,500 given by the Good
Roads commission of New
Mexico
toward constructing a road over the
Mescalero sands in Chaves county.
Lambert Arrests Three Brothers
Max Uwan and Julian Uwan brothers, were taken in charge and received four months each in the county jail
at Raton for tresspassing. Felix Uwan
a third brother, was also jailed,
charged with assault with a deadly
The arrests were made by
weapon.
Mounted Policeman C. F. Lambert of
Cimarron.
Treasurer's Receipts
The following sums of money were
rtceived in the office of the state
treasurer, O. N. Marron: Thomas
treasurer of CoWax county, on
account of taxes, $329.55; C. F. Amble, treasurer of Torrance county, on
account of taxes, $234.53; W. W. Cox,
treasurer of Dona Ana county, $680.73 :
John R. Strong, treasurer of Mora
county, $6,168; United States Bank
and Trust company, bank examination fees, $25.
Larson Succeeds Johnson
The secretary of the interior has
just appointed Henry A. Larson, of
Wisconsin, as chief special officer in
charge of the suppression of liquor
traffic among Indians. This appointment is made to fill the vacancy ere
ated by the resignation of William E
Johnson, who formerly filled that
place. Upon the resignation of Johnson, October 1 last, Assistant Chief
Harold F. Coggeshall was promoted to
the post He was shortly afterwards
transferred to the post of Indian superintendent at Santa Pe. C. C. Bran-non- ,
a special officer, was made acting chief in place of Coggeshall. The
anointment of Larson is regarded as
a permanent one. Larson Is already
an officer with a record of efficient
and faithful work In the service. He
has been for years prominent in
Good Templar and prohibition circles
and has the confidence of the friends
of the Indians as well.
Supreme Court
The state, supreme court met at 10
o'clock yesterday at the Capitol with
all judges present.
The following
cases were disposed of: No. 1474, M.
C. Foster, appellee, vs. J. G. Dailey et
al, appellant, motion to he allowed to
argue case on the printed transcript
of No. 1441 was denied.
No. 1148, Peter Ross, Jr., appellant,
vs. Patrick Berry, Jr., Adm., etc., appellee, appeal from the district court
of Colfax county, motion for rehearing denied.
No. 1436, Territory of New Mexico,
appellee, vs. Felix Muniz and Manuel
Duran, appellant, submitted on briefs.
No. 1452, Territory of New Mexico,
appellee, vs. Benito Lobato, appellant,
continued until May session.
Case No. 1390, which was argued
yesterday has been submitted.

Lent is a good time for ladies to
reflect on what kind of a hat they
are going to get for Easter. Remem
ber Mrs. Frank Strass is arranging for
FIRM FOUNDATION.
her spring opening, at which will be
displayed all the latest shapes and
Can Nndermlne It in East
models in the season's millinery. The Nothing
Las Vegas.
wonderful millinery display will be an
are sometimes slow to rePeople
event of importance. Mrs. Frank
cognize true merit, and they cannot
StraBS, milliner, Douglas avenue.
be blamer, for so many have been
humbugger in the past. The experiSTOP AND CefiSIDER
ence of hundreds of East Las Vegas
The value of getting good goods at residents, expressed publicly through
the store where price meets purse. newspapers and other sources, places
In selecting anything from our com- Doan's Kidney Pills on a firm foundaplete and up to date jewelry stock tion here.
remember that you are assured of
Fritz Sena, 1205 Twelfth St., East
wares that are of guaranteed excel- Las Vegas. N. Mex., says: "Experilence. We have built up the busi- ence has proven to me that Doan's
ness of our store by pleasing every Kidney Pills live up to the claims
patron and making of every patron made for them. For several weeks I
an advertiser. We manufacture beau- suffered constantly from backache
tiful filigree jewelry. Sabino Lujan, and in the morning when I got up, I
had acute pains across my kidneys.
Rridge street.
Exercise brought some relief, but it
did not rid me of the trouble. The
JOHN CHINAMAN
Usually Is caricatured as a laundry-man- , kidney secretions pained In passage
but In all China there is no man and were highly colored. Hearing so
who has reduced the business of laun- much said in praise of Doan's Kidney
dering to the exact scrence that have Pills, I procured a supply and com
modern inventors. The Las Vegas menced their use. After I had taken
Steam Laundry has one of the iinest a few doses, I noticed a marked Imlaundries in New Mexico. The work provement and before I had gnished
and the service rendered is the best the contents of the box, I was completely cured."
proof.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Foster-Milburcents.
Co., Buffalo,
IN UNCERTAIN
WEATHER
New York sole agents for the United
The safest and surest way to travel
States.
is with a horse. We carry a full line
Remember the name Doan's and
of livery outfits and are prepared to
no other.
take
furnish drivers if necessary. We also
are supplied with a fine line of good
WHAT IS THE REASON
carriages and prompt, courteous serFor the fact that the Ideal Sanitary
vice is guaranteed. M. L. Cooley,
dairy is constantly gaining new customers aril is holding its old
patrons?
n

To Please
HE best customers we have
the most fastidious

are

women we know.
It is because they are fastidious that
we please them. We have the styles
that

style-knowin-

women

g

can

ap-

preciate.

For example

the the Wooltex coats

and suits.

These famous garments ate designed
for tasteful, careful, stylish women who
abhor the conspicuous as much as they
dislike the commonplace.

Paris Produces no Better
Styles-Americ-

Shows no

a

Equal in Workmanship.
Wooltex materials are all pure
CocvtWm

1912

TVHBUikC

wool

and because of this and because of the

No. ii. The one- tided effect! bo prominent
in the ttylea foe !he coining season characterize
thu jaunty yet refined suit. In Hebrides mix
urea, hairline stripes and the many other effective spring suitings this costume will please
he most fastidious.
And it'a to reasonable in
price, tooi only $30.00

wonderfully Igood tailoring, Wooltex
garments are guaranteed to bold their
shape and

give

satisfactory

service

through two full seasons.

Call in and see them!

E. ROSENWALD & SON
The Store That Sells Wooltex Styles

J
Because it furnishes the best, purest months in which to save. The First
and richest milk. The milk is abso- National Bank offers an admirable oplutely free from contamination. It is portunity for accumulating savings.

handled in sterilized rooms by scien- Your account solicited.
tific processes. Try the Ideal's milk
ATTENTION ELKS
a while and you will never change.
Have you had your photograph
made for the new lodge rom? Water- THERE'S NO EXCUSE
For si Pe inineo nn a aww
nnnr harl
la moMni, oltttnin 01111 ihnc
" ' t?ni a man .t,
Jill,"
luuajug .i
very reasonable Investment you can tures are proving as good or a little
enjoy your sleeping hours as well a better than the quality usually turned
a millionaire.
We are selling the out1 by that high class photographer.
popular brass beds cheaper than ever Better arrange for a sitting today.
before. We have many styles in the Waterman, the Plaza.
bright and satin finish, fine mat
tresses, springs and pillows. J.
A Cold La
Grippe, Then Pneumonia-IJohnsen & Son
too often the fatal sequence, and
coughs that hang on weaken the system and lower the vital resistance.
GOOD SHOW COMING
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound is a.
Messers Duncan and Browne, man- reliable medicine that stops
the cough
agers of the Duncan opera house, have promptly by healing the cause;
completed arrangements for the pro soothes the inflamed air passages,
duction here on March 27 of "Madame and checks the cold. Keep always on
hand.
Refuse substitutes.
O.
G.
Sherry." This pretty comic opera is Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Co.
sure to draw a large" audience, as it Is
filled with catchy music and is staged
IN NEW YORK CITY
You will find Hotel Cumberland, at
by a good cast. Play going folk will
receive the announcement of its com- Broadway and
street,
near Central Park, an Ideal location.
ing with genuine pleasure.
In the retail shopping and theater
SOLID LEATHER SHOES.
district, with the subway,
elevated
Very much talked but very little in and surface cars at hand. A handevidence except in case of high prices. some,
modern,
furnished
Yet in spite of the fact we have suc- hotel with one beautifully
of the best restauceeded in getting an excellent line of rants In the
city, but moderate la
all leather shoes for boys that Is
Rooms with bath. $2.60
prices.
pei
great in value for a little money. ay up. Send for booklet
Harry P.
Prices 9 to 13, 1.00; 13 to 2, $1.25;
Stimson, manager.
2
to
$1.50. B'or misses and chil.
dren at same prices.
IT 18 NOT STRANGE
HEDGCOCK'S.
It is not strange that so
many peo- eat at Kate Wrfght'a Monteiuma
pie
SPRING IS COMING
restaurant on Center street The bill
Mrs. Wallla, the milliner, has reof fare is generous and the
price is
ceived an advance showing of
spring cheap, 25 cents for regular meals.
in
styles
millinery. The designs are
beautiful and modish. Now Is the Many people wonder how it is possible to serve such e cellent meals so
time to have your hats remodeled for
cheaply.
spring. Mrs. Wallls is prepared to
do such work quickly and
satisfactor
ny at her store on Sixth street.
1

11

11

s

Flfty-aourt-

5,

j

FOR THE CHILDREN

"
,u BROWN PERSONS
postmaster, Barnegat
J., was troubled with a severe la QUICK . SAFE .
RELIABLE
grippe cough. He says: "I would
NO OPIATES NO
NARCOTICS
be completely exhausted
after
each
tit of violent
v. .
t i
bottle of Foley's Honey "and Tar Com- - FOLEY'S HONEY and TAR
tuaxu euiu uerore l bad taken It all
the coughing sDells hurl or.ti,i
COMPOUND
sa.
it ii l MR npnr fi r ci.i
A COMMON COLD
fer and Red Cross Drug Co.
neglected may go
SSmaSS.ROUP BRONCHITIS, or
which often means aud- A MONTH HAS PASSED
FOLEY'S HONEY
tI'd
'nKttp
A whole month of the new
AND
v....
COMPOUND always in the
house
and
give at fust sign of a cold.
passed. Have you started that' account
ior yourself or your little son or Kefuae substitutes.
O. G. SCHAEFER
daughter? If not, you have .tin xi,J
Red Cross Drue Co.
ui
N.

R. G. Collins,

coiio-bino-

t,

.A

CONSERVATION OF
HUMAN FOOT

S.S.S.

CURES
CHRONIC ULCERS

ronic ulcer shows ah unhealthy and impure condition of the
is a diseased condition of the flesh at that particular spot, caused
ana kept inflamed and irritated
by a continual discharge into it, of
matter from the circulation.
No treatment can have any curative
except a medicine which will renovate the blood and entirely remove the
cause. Salves, washes,
lotions, etc, are sometimes helpful in reducing a.
10
cieansiner thehilcer, or perhaps lessening the discharge, but such
do
not reach the blood where the disease germs are located
applications
& s s- - So
down "to the circulation,
Sh! caD
Tf - efFect a and morbid
matter, and by nourishing the flesh
"PP""
with
causes the place to heal naturally and permanentlv.
R.
n,ot In,ake a surfa
cure, but by beginning at the bottom, and
hriMi
broken-d"'tissue, and supplying healthful, healing qualities to
th.
011
Place to fiU in witb-- new firm flesh while it steadily
i
Knt
7
"nanent cure. The ulcer can not exist when the
5 a
& S" S- - & thoroughly purify the blood. Book on Sores
andr lpure,nd
and any medical advice
free to all who write.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
.
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Caring for
Uncle Horace

STOREHOUSE OF
WEALTH
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COUNTRY WASTES 35,000,000 MILES
WALKING EV
IN USELESS
ERY YEAR
New York. March 6. What is un
doubtedly 'the oddest and at the same
time one of the most important con-

J

RBenNGJABLE:

J

op
wSg

m

hhvJr

servation movements yet develeoped
in this country is now taking form
here in an investigation looking to
t
the conservation of foot steps.
i am a
citizen. I don't SEEK CLEMENCY FOR SLAYER
as such a project may seem want to commit an unlawful
act bv
Jefferson City, Mo., March 0 A
at first glance, it assumes extreme- drowning the said mouse."' The let- movement is
under way to obtain a
ly significant proportions when it Is ter was turned over to the
commutation of sentence in the case
society
realized that the footsteps wasted and an agent
assigned to take care of Hez Rasco, the murderer of the
her every day are equal to 2,000,000 of the mouse. Hefore it could be re- - Hubhell
family, who is to be executed
miles of travel for one person, or moved it was
necessary to sign a this month. Rasco's crime was one of
obIn
730,000,000 miles every year.
document authorizing him to put the the most atrocious in the criminal
taining these figures It is estimated mouse to death, after which it was records of Missouri. His victims were
that every individual in the city takes transporatted to the gas chamber and Odell Hubbell and his wife and two
art least one thousand useless steps
In children, who were found murdered in
subsequently
or all the items asphyxia)d. Figuring
of two feet in length each day,
involved, the cost to the Nodaway county on November 20,
.',000 feet of wasted travel, that is city amounted to
nearly ten dollars. 1910. Suspicion pointed toward Rasco,
of a mile. Even
more than
Incidentally the agem assigned to the wh had served a prison term for one
if the average rate of walking be Job stated that while he had been murder. Bloodhounds followed the
placed as high as four miles an hour called out to kill a bear, several lions, trail to his home, where ne was found
this means that New Yorkers throw one tiger and any number of mad ln hiding. A bloody shotgun was
away each day 500,000 hours in use- dogs and cats, that this was the first found on the Rasco premises and the
less travel, or 182,000,000 hours each mouse that either he or the society 8hoes of the suspected man fitted the
to working days of had ever been asked to
year. Reduced
home. He
put to death. tracks around the
was tTieA at Maryville a year ago and
eight hours each this means that in
Private Cab Stands to Go
this city alone the equivalent of
As a result of the recommendat ion tovnd BuiHyAccording to the
are thrown away every day, or
all piivatt cab stands in the dence at tne trlal- a Pker same
C2.750.000 working days annually. Figcity be abolished there bids fair to be which Rasco ,0Bt heavily and Hubbell
uring on a value of two dollars for a very considerable reduction in the won furnished the motive ifor the
ach working day, the figures show tariff now charged by
public convey quadruple killing.
that New Yorkers alone are losing ances, and incidentally an addition of
PROTECTION
something like $45,000,000 a year for several hundred thousand dollars to
cold blasts that bring
the
of
Against
conservation
scientific
of
lack
the income of the city. Not only out
and disagreeable
pneumonia,
grip
For the whole country the of town visitors, but
footsteps.
many New York-- colds
is afforded by
breath
their
to
as
be
upon
enormous
so
figures, become
ers themselves, are unaware of the
almost incomprehensible showing a fact that carriage and taxicab compa- chamois vests and chest protectors.
The Schaefer pharmacy carries a full
dally loss of 364,000,000 days worth nies pay yearly large sums to hotels
You can be comfortable and
line.
of
travel
amount
The
$728,000,000.
and restaurants for the privilege of
from the fear of catching cold
free
anwhole
the
country
throughout
having the exclusive right to furnish if you wear one of these
handy ar
nually is 35,000,000 miles or well over vehicles to their patrons. So general
block.
ticles.
house
Schaefer's,
opera
the distance from the earth Vina
V.tn
)
KAnmn
11 :
nan LUIS J I (iv LlUT
mab
ufuuinr 41.nt
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
q
q
to the sun, and involving the loss of amount
cam-! co.
paid last year by the cab
hundreds of thousands of dollars panies to the caravansaries amount- worth of shoe leather. Of course it is ed to $360,000,
paid for the use of WOULD ELIMINATE MIDDLE MEN
not expected by the originators of the
to the j. St. Paul, Minn., March 6. The most
space
exclusively
belonging
footstep conservation idea that all city. One hotel is said to receive ambitious project ever undertaken in
this can be saved, but it is believed $30,000 annually from the company this section of the country for cothat as a result of the realization of which it allows to serve its patrons. operation in the marketing of farm
the neormous loss in useless footsteps another $20,000 and the revenues of products is to be launched at a meet-tha certain part may be conserved with
restaurants inS wh'ch began in this city today,
leading clubs and
a resultant profit both in time and from this source are placed at an The meeting is to last three days and
'follars.
rarm- average of from $5,000 to $6,000. Nat- - 8 attenaea Dy representative
Society Surprised OvelA Peerage Llt urally all this must eventually come er8 and grain growers ot Minnesota
Not since Ward McAllister, the In- out of the pockets of the users of ve j and North and South Dakota. It is
ventor of the "400" Issued eight years hiole and a a result the leeal maxi- - Planned to organize an association
aso his book containing the names of mum rate is violated with impunity wh5ch sha11 have for lt8 Impose the
the persons who according to his by almost every taxicab in New York. ecnrfns f adequate and satisfactory
standard constituted what he chose to To say nothing of the abuses which market facilities for the producer
without the necessity of employing so
call "the ultra fashionable peerage." have
grown up under this system it
has New York society been so rudely is against the principle to grant the many middle men as at present.
surprised as it is now. The surprise use of streets for special privileges.
DO YOU KNOW WHY
is due to the publication by a des- Of course the
proposal to do away
The Lobby is such a popular meet-- j
cendant of the first royal governor with these
privileges has caused loud
of New York of a list of new names, cries of protest from the beneficiaries lng place for men? The answer is
numbering 469 in all, which are sup- but in view of the fact that it will in- easy. It handles the best wines and
posed to include every one socially crease the city's revenue and decrease liquors for sale in Las Vegas and is
worth while throughout the whole the cost to users of taxis and horse in a convenient location, on the corner
A big
country. Since McAllister's publics drawn cabs it seems probable that opposite the Santa Fe station.
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something may result. At any rale stock. Launach & Benjamin, proprle-- i
undertake a similar compilation and the the
public will welcome any step
list has greated a greater furore in which will cut down the present tar- tors.
society here than any occurrence that iffs of 40 per cent, even though that
CANADIAN MINING INSTITUTE
has shaken the social walls in many will leave them higher than those of
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manners
Wealih
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Stork Sets New Record
for a three days' session. The subof
circle
exclusive
most
the
stitute
In spite of the talk, of race suicide
which are to be considered and
American society. Lineage of course the stork was busier here last year jects
the
men of wide prominence
many
seems
wealth
but
is not lost sight of,
than ever before in the history of the who are participating, together with
to overshadow all other requirements
city, according to the latest official the recent mineral discoveries ind
lor admission to the charmed circle. figures. According to the official staremarkable development of the min
At the same time wealth alone does tistics
given out, he made no less ing industry in Canada, combine! to
just
ac
not. seem to be sufficient, since
than 139,542 trips during the 12 give promise of the m03t important
cording to the author there are scores months, that being the number of and profitable
industry in the history
of millionaires' families sequestered babies born here during that period. of the institute.
social
in
in the city who are living
This is the largest number of births
Many aspirants to social on record for a single year according
obscurity.
C. A. Glossner, 24 Ontario St., Rohonors possess all the requirements to the department of health by which chester, N. Y., has recovered from a
wih the exc eption of manner. Those the figuures are compiled, and accord- long and severe attack of kidney trouble, his cure being due to Foley Kidwho lack this one essential have been
ing to the statisticians of the departPills.
After detailing his case,
placed cn a secret waiting list, out ment the largest percentage of births, ney
he says: "I am only sorry I did not
full
the
into
of which they may step
since accurate records have been kept. learn sooner of Foley Kidney Pills.
glory of the new "peerage" provided As the present method of recording In a few days' time my backache
they undergo a tedious apprentice- births is said to be almost 100 per completely left me and I felt greatly
improved.
kidneys became strongship.
cent perfect, it is evident that race er, dizzy My
spells left me and I was
Costs $10 to Kill a Mouse
suicide has not obtained any strong no longer annoyed at night I feel
100 per cent better since using Foley
The manner in which humanitarian hold here.
e
consider-erablKidney Pills." O. G. Schaefer and
laws may occasionally work
Red Cross Drug Co.
expense to the city undreamed
How Cold Causes Kidney Disease
illustratted
was
framers
blood
from
the
of by their
Partly by driving
SWEDISH REPUBLICANS
the kidneys,
here this week in a novel manner, in surface and congesting too
Lincoln,
Neb., March 6. Delegates
much work
and partly by throwing
a case involving a cost of something
from forty counties assembled here
Pills
them.
Kidney
Foley
upon
like ten dollars to put to death one strengthen the kidneys, give tone to today for the annual meeting and bansmall mouse. The mouse in question the urinary organs and restore the quet of the Nebraska Swedish RepubThey lican league.
had been captured in a trap by a resi- normal action of the bladder.
tonic in action, quick in results,
are
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who
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try them. O. G. Schaefer and Red WHOLESALE LUMBER . DEALERS
vaguely that it was unlawful to put Cross Drug Co.
Louisville, Ky., March 6 The Nasuch rodents to death in certain ways.
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chins are said to
portions contains a perfume of quite
are sold in
if
as
when
by
magic
DOUBLE to treatment with- - a a different odor.satinThese
lined, Into which
leather cases,
set of little rollers, which are the bottles fit perfectly.
being used here for the first time.
Tnere Is a tiny ivory and tortoise shell
Without the aid of scissors or knife

roller for rubbing away superfluous
flesh under the chin and smoothing out
tne wrinkles which have a provoking
way of making themselves visible in
every young woman's face. This delicate toilet accessory must be manipulated with the utmost care. The set
includes three rollers. Besides this
one, which is the simplest of the three,
there is a roller somewhat larger, supplied with a tortoise shell or amber
handle and with four tiny ivory balls
instead of the familiar cylinder. This
quartette, working together, yet each
having a rotary motion of its own, is
supposed to change flesh into thin air
The
or something equally invisible.
third ln the set has two rollers, one
being attached to each end of the tortoise shell handle. Each roller is designed to work on a special part of
the face. A key to the working plan is
enclosed in each box with the set,
so that the amateur will have no difficulty whatever ln managing the little cylinders and balls. And after she
has learned the use of each she need
not refer again to the chart.
There is a delightful new face
cleanser which Is less harmful to the
finer skin than some of the soaps used
by women and which, lt is claimed,
will accomplish the cleansing process
quicker and more pleasantly than a
water apllcation. The cleansing liquid
comes in two bottles, and they are to
be mixed ln the proportions of two
of one to one of the other. The solution of which a smaller quantity is
used is pinkish In color and has a
clean, sweet odor. The other liquid
looks like water. When the mixture
has been made the face is cleansed
with lt by dipping a piece of absorbent
cotton ln the liquid and rubbing it
gently all over the face. Cold cream
applications are not so effective as the
liquid cleanser.
A delicious cold cream Intended for
day use, one might say, to differentiate
it from the cold creams put on at
night to remove soil and wrinkles,
cornea in white jars and Is a delicate
pink in color. The cream is velvety
smooth and has an exquisite odor. A
little of it should be applied before the
face powder is used. This keeps the
skin smooth and protects it from the
weather.

Instead of using face powder many
women are now applying cold cream
which has a becoming whitening effect and really is a substitute for the
dry powder. The cream, it is claimed
by the makers, has absolutely no
grease in its composition.
It has a
flesh tint, and after it has been allowed to soak well into the pores of
the skin the complexion looks pearly
white and pink, yet does not have a
powdered appearance. The cream
comes in jars of different tints to
match different complexions.

the cuticle around the finger nails can
be kept smooth and well pushed back
by using a device which has recently
been placed on the market The manicure outfit contains a pair of metal
pincers about three Inches long, which
hold ln their tip a tiny disk which
looks like rubber. This is about the
size of a small lozenge.
Holding lt
firmly In the pincers the disk is first
dipped into a box of salve which Is a
part of the nail Improving paraphernalia, and afterward lt is rubbed and
rolled around the cuticle to polish off
any ragged bits of skin and to keep
the nail smooth and delicately shaped.
SIDE
No

FRILL TO BE BANISHED

Longer Ocouples Privileged Poll
tion, and Its Successor !
Being Talked Of.

It must

go.

Smart women have decreed It
The abuse of this pretty fashion is
accountable for Its downfall.
Some of the exaggerated examples
of the side frills seen this winter have
been laughable.
"Heart guards," one man humorously dubbed them.
When a frill that Is ordinarily Intended merely as a finish to the collar extends so far that It Is necessary
to pin it to the coat sleeve to keep it
out of the way lt is time to call a halt
What will take the place of the discarded side frill T
Who knows? Those who Invent
fripperies may already have their
heads together settling on something
quite new in neck fixings.
Just at present the return of the
straight lace trimmed jabot, that was
ln vogue for so many years, is predicted.
Plaited tulle jabots are also candidates, but they are not practical, although usually most becoming.

j

Uncle Horace was over sixty and
discouraglngly rich.
There is a point where one's Income
becomes so great that people pass
from common, ordinarily covetous
envy to a resigncuiy ueipiess state or
mind. They write down the figures of
that income, stare at them and then
say: "Oh, shucks! There ain't no
such income!" That was the delightful kind of Income Uncle Horace had.
Mrs. Stebblns and Mrs. Cromp, his
two nieces, were so devoted to him
and said they counted lt such a joy
to have the dear old man's presence
glorify their homes that they lost
good sleep planning how to entice him
away from each other.
Moreover, each was firmly convinced that the other was a designing
person.
Since he had come to stay with
Mrs. Stebblns for a few months she
had felt that something was wrong
with Uncle Horace. If lt had not
been for his Income Uncle Horace
would have been a small, insignificant
Individual with pale eyes and an unpleasant habit of wanting the best
chair, and of sitting ln the next room
and coughing when his niece had callers. Under the circumstances' he was
reserved, original man with Ideas of
bis own, which his relatives delighted
ty humor.
What worried Mrs. Stebblns especially was Uncle Horace's alt of abstraction and his unwonted helpfulness. Usually he was under feet, Investigating everything that went on
and getting In the way tremendously.
On these occasions Mrs. Stebblns was
wont to say, through her teeth, that
It was perfectly wonderful the
way
Uncle Robert kept up.

This time he paid no attention to
what was going on ln the house, but
would sit deep ln meditation or stare
nut of the window.
Mrs. Stebblns"
am fear was that he was losing his
mind.

She said she would feel perfectly
terrible if anything like that happened to the dear old man while he
was under her care.
She said she
never would be able to forgive her-lel- f,
never!
"Mebbe it's rheumatism," Stebblns
"That is liable
mggested, hopefully.
:o make a man do almost
anything!"
"Don't you want some more blankets on your bed. Uncle Horace?" his
liece asked him after this suggestion.
'Are you perfectly comfortable?"
"Thank you, Tilda, I'm perfectly
?omfortablo," Uncle Horace had re"I guess I'll go after the
sponded.

nail!"

This was really i double blow, for
Uncle Horace normally was not
po-lt-

The skirts to the evening dresses
are long, most of them have trains,
and the trains are usually made in the
long court length.
Many of the new street and auto
coats have their collars and cuffs trimmed with velvet, corduroy, ratine,
bengaline, braid or satin.
There seems to be no end to the designs in scarfs just now and the materials used also satin, velvet and
fur as well as lace and batiste.
The accordion plaited full, straight
jabot is the very newest style of
jabot and appears in black and white.
Whether this will supersede the popular side ruffle remains to be seen.
Most fashionable materials are rich
and heavy. Tailored costumes are
made up of thick woolly goods and for
suits and dresses even plush is used,
with heavy chenille fringe as trim-

An eyebrow pencil is considered an
important part of the modern toilet
outfit. Imported pencils done up ln
long, thin silver or gilt tubes can be
had in black or shades of brown, so
that when deftly used the lines do ming.
A double row of buttons of embroidnot show conspicuously, while the eyeered silk outlined with button loops
brow is effectively accentuated.
of silk on embroidery trim many of
Triangular bottles of perfume are a the smartest models from the neck
novel importation from a French spe- down to the bottom of the skirt, or
cialist in this line of toilet articles. from the waist line down.
The bottles are shaped differently for
the different scents. There Is a squat,
White Marabou the Pad.
wide bottle, tapering toward the top,
In fancy feathers, tall military pomwhich holds a deep amber liquid of pons are approved, and are worn ln
rare fragrance and allurement. An- marabou, ostrich and coq. White
other trlagular bottle of blunter pro marabou Is the current fad.

Novel Teacup Cosy

and he always wanted anything
:hat was offered him, no matter what
t was, and also it was a long walk to
:he post office.
Mrs. Stebblns had begged him to let
ittle Johnny go and save his own
itrength, but Uncle Horace had
He said he felt that he ought
:o do something
instead of sitting
iround and letting the family wear
:hemselves out waiting on him, and
that he was glad to be of service.
"Not in this rain, Uncle Horace!"
'Surely not when the wind is blowing
io. Uncle Horace!" or "Don't worry
ne by going out in this snowstorm,
Uncle Horace!" had not the remotest
jffect upon him when he started to
:llmb into his galoshes and wrappings
EO
go after the mail.
Mrs. Stebblns said to her husband,
lolefully, that she feared lt was the
beginning of the end.
The week that Uncle Horace took
;o starting at a sound and to flush
it a word or an unexpected look, filled
Mrs.
Stebblns with alarm. That
something awful was the matter with
Tncle Horace she was convinced and
(he besought him to see a doctor. She
nade him jelly and fed him beef tea
iespite his protests and tried ln vain
:o get some Intelligible conversation
jut of him.
Then one day he went after the
nail and did not come back.
Mrs. Stebblns had the whole town
jut searching for him. She wept as
she looked on closet shelves and up
:rees and in other impossible places
and. said that nobody could know
aow her heart bled at the idea that
larling old Uncle Horace might be in
terrible danger that very moment
per-dste-

The Stebblns family and most of
the town stayed up all night searching. Then the next morning a note

that explained everything came from
Uncle Horace.
"I went away to get married," he
wrote ln his crabbed hand. "I have
been corresponding for some time
with a most estimable widow of forty-fivwho wants to make a home for
me in my old age. She has four children, and we will all come to visit
you soon, for I know you will be as
fond ot Sally and the children as you
are of me."
They revived Mrs. Stebblns three
times before she quit fainting. Then
she remembered that Mrs. Cromp was
bit just as hard as she was and that
made her feel better.
"It serves that designing,
woman exactly right!" she told
the neighbors. "Pretending to care
about the doddering, foolish, tiresome
old man! As for me, I took him in
because I felt lt was my duty!"
e,

sketch

Illustrates a little
contrivance that will
much appreciated by many
people as it is of service for
keeping warm the early morning bedroom cup of tea that always suffers so
unless the recipient happens to be
quite ready for lt.
It was made with the aid of a square
tin biscuit box, and as biscuit boxes
are constructed in almost every conceivable size and shape it is not difficult to obtain one that will fit comfortably over a cup and saucer. For
this tin, and fitting it exactly, a cover

OUR

was made ln flannel and edged with a
colored cord carried Into three little
loops at each corner. The words "Good
Morning" were worked upon one side,
and the cover was fastened to the tin
by stlches run through the material
and a number of tiny holes pierced ln
the sides of the tin near the corners.
The dotted line in the sketch indicates
the cup of tea underneath the "cozy."
This little contrivance will keep a
cup of tea warm for some time, and it
is by no means unsightly, and Is easily
removed from the teapot when the
tea Is required.

g

LINCOLN WIRT GIVES INTERESTING DESCRIPTION
OF NORTHERN TERRITORY.

That Alaska
of wealth

that

U a g'reat storehouse
is capable of supplying

the United States with precious metr
als, coal, lumber and furs for more
than one thousand years after this
nation's forests are denuded, its mines
exhausted and its wild animals hunted
to extinction wsb the statement of
Lincoln Wirt who addressed the employes of the Santa Fe, their families
and friends, last nWt at the Y. M.
C. A. Mr. Wirt resided in Alaska for
several years as a United States commissioner and is thoroughly conversant with conditions in that great territory. While he talked two hours
last evening his audience regretted
that his address came to a close so
early; it seemed that Mr. Wirt had
only begun to tell of the wonderfnl
things of Alaska. Doubtless he could
have gone on for hours, entertaining
and instructing his hearers.
Mr. Wirt described the lir-j- trip of
a white man from the northern pa't
of Alaska across the mountain range
to the Pacific coast. He was the hero
of the trip, but modestly kept himself
ln the background as much as possible. Mr. Wirt was ln northern Alaska
as a representative of the government
when the first rush of gold seekers
to that part of the territory began.
Winter found the camp In desperate
straits. Doctors, nurses and supplies
were needed. It was impossible to
reach the coast by following the
Yukon river, as that stream was
frozen solid. It was necessary that
somebody make the trip to the coast
a, once, over the only route, the mountain tops.
In deep snow, and with a team of
eight dogs, Mr. Wirt begin his journey, taking with him an Rskino
glide. Suffering unspeakable hardships, but ever pressing onwavd, Mr.
Wirt finally reached the coast nearly
three months after his journey began.
He went to Washington and told his
story to the postmaster general. Uis
conference with that official led to
the establishment ot a mail routo over
the trail Mr. Wirt had traveled, That
mail route is still hi use every wl i'or
and is traveled In relays, each carrier,
who travels in a dog sled, trayeridfe'
the country from one Eskimo village
to another.
Mr. Wirt says Alaska will be the
fiftieth star in the flag of our co in- try; he expects to see California divided into two states. The new state,
he declares, should be named for Seward, the man who had the foresight
to purchase the territory for this government from Russia in the face of
opposition and ridicule.
t
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The "Child's Welfare'-- ' movement
the
has challenged
attention
of
thoughtful people everywhere. Mothers are natural supporters, and wiil
find in Foley's Honey and Tar Compound a most valuable aid. Coughs
and colds that unchecked lead to
croup, bronchitis and pneumonia yield
quickly to the healing and soothing
qualities of Foley's Honey and Tar
O. G. Schaefer and Red
Compound.
Cross

Drug Co.

MOURNING FOR FIFE ENDS
London, March G. Today marked
the ending of the five weeks' mourning for the Duke of Fife, which

caused considerable curtailment In
court and official functions during the
season.
n

You judge a man not by what he
promises to do, but by what he has
done. That is the only true test
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy judged
by this standard has no superior. People everwhere speak of It in the highest terms of praise. For sale by all
druggists.
NEW REGIME IN NEW BRUNSWICK
Fredericton, N. B., March 6. Hon.
Lemuel J. Tweedie, lieutenant governor of New Brunswick since 1907, ended his term of office today. He Is
succeeded by the Hon. Jostah Wood
of Sackville, who has been a member
of the senate of Canada for more than

fifteen years.
Children are much more likely to
contract the contagious diseases when
they have colds. Whooping cough,
diphtheria, scarlet fever and consumption are diseases that are often contracted when the child has a cold.
That is why all medical authorities
say beware of colds. For the quick
cure of colds you will And nothing better than Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. It can always be depended upon and is pleasant and safe to take.
For sale by all rugglsts.
Many suftereres rrom rheumatism
have been surprised and delighted
with the prompt relief afforded by
applying Chamberla'n's Liniment Not
one case of rhetrmatism in ten requires any internal treatment whatever.
This liniment is for sale by
all druggists.
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The problem will not be equitably
solved until there is a separate class
and account for newspapers, wKh a
rate based on the service rendered
to the people and on the reasonable
cost of distribution to the department
Other divisions of second class mat
ter should be governed by rates regulated by similar considerations, but
newspapers, most of which have threefourths' or more of their circulation
within a radius of 100 miles of the
place of publication, should not be
penalized by paying the same rate as
periodicals hauled from one end of
the continent to the other and consti
tuting 85 per cent of the total pound
age transported. Better a big deficit
based on- - effective service to the people than a surplus predicated on cripopportunipled service and curt-aileties.
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Home Baking,

Better every way
than the ready

made foods

Dk PRICES

Doing all
the Giving
"i think I'll have to change my po
sition," declared the little stenographer, belligerently, as she closed the
drawers of the filing cabinet with a
force that would have smashed any
but a steel contrivance.
"Be calm, be calm!" remonstrated
the bookkeeper as he turned for further particulars. "Count one hundred
slowly and then tell me about u.
"Well, I've nearly made up my
mind to change!" she exclaimed, droplook
ping into a chair. "I'm going to
for a private office, a private
aecre-taryship-

mmress
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The PrescriptioDlsl

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
our
prescription
leaving
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

SANTA

PERSONALS
Mrs. rf. Prentice returned last
night
from a short trip to Santa Fe.
A. R. Davis of Katon came in last
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FE HOPES BRONSON CLAIMS

TO HAVE GOOD

WELTERWEIGHT

CLUB

TITLE

6,

1912.

nd take them Into camp. If a better
appears be will gladly give him
the title, he says. It has been his
policy since he Mt the lightweight
class and went with the heavier boys
to assume the aggressive and offer
to do battle with any who make even
the slightest pretense of claiming any
boy

March The Month of The

BLOODSTONE

We Have a Large Assortment of
right to the championship-Bransoshowed the greatest speed
MOUNTED IN RINGS,
of his career in his fight with Erne
BLOODSTONES,
ANCIENT CITY FANS TO PUT UP INDIANAPOLIS
LAD 18
WILLING and he believes that after eight years
CUFF LINKS, OR SCARF PINS,
TO MEET THE BEST OF THEM
$700 A MONTH FOR BASEof boxing professionally he is entfcleJ
BALL TEAM
AT ANY TIME
to be a champion or a "has been."
That Would Make an Acceptable Birthday Remembrance.
The latter he will not be, he says,
Santa Fe will have a corking baseIndianapolis, Ind. March 6. While until somebody succeeds In beating
ball club this year, according to Bill j
was him.
Johnny Kilbane of Cleveland
Parngrover, who is well knokn here, busily engaged annexing the featherhaving played with Amcrillo, Roswell, weight boxing title of the world and
THE EMPORIUM
We are now now prepared to show
Albuquerque, and other clubs. Tho pioving his superiority over Abe At-- i
t.inta Fe team is already practically tell on the Pacific coast a bout of lit- our new spring novelties and millinLas Vegans. N. M.
lined up, says the Albuquerque Herald. tle less
York City.
importance was holding in ery and are placing on sale a beaut!-- 1
Col. R. E. Twitchell, assistant Santa R. S. Lopez, an enthusiastic baseball line Hoosier capital; Ray Branson ful line of flowers, sale commencing
Fe solicitor for New Mexico, returned fan, has again been selected as man claimant of the werterwelght chain Monday the eleventh, lostlng three
WINTERS DRUG CO.
524
Mrs. A. Standlsh.
this afternoon from a short business ager of the club. Seven tundra fcl lion8nlp of tne worId mt the mari days only.
lars per month for May, June, July whom most of the fight fans said Sixth street.
trip to Albuquerque.
Phone Main i
Miss Mary A. Wright, sister of Mrs. August and September has been sub- would prove his better and beat him
Charles A. Michael, left yesterday af scribed bv Santa Fe merclints and decisively. Young Erne of PhiladelSNAPl SNAP!
ternoon for Cascade, Mont., to Join a fans. A number of first clat-- plov- phia, one of the cleverest boxers In
Now is a good season of the year
III
sister who has recently undergone a ers have already been' signed up md the game, tried to take the honois to snap some excellent winter views.
fn'lowx:
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Kelly,
op
serious operation.
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from the Indiana fighter, but Bronsou The Bally Curio store has a full line
Q. C. Price, formerly Inspection en- last season with
Raton, catcher; outfought him ten of the fastest of kodaks and supplies and does do
FANCY LACE
Agents
WAGONS
gineer for the Las Vegas grant at Barngrover and "Doc" McCarthy, rounds ever recorded in the city's fis- velopment work equal to the best.
the Campfield dam, after spending pitchers: Buckley, now owned by tic annals.
Purchase a kodak today. You will be
several days in Las Vegas, returned Pueblo or Des Moines, first base;
"He was knocked out completely surprised at the cheapness at which
to Pueblo this afternoon on train Bert Clancy, second base; Haymaker, standing on his feet," was what Ed- you can get a good instrument and
semi-pro- ,
No. 10.
Denver and other Colorado die
McGoorty, the famous middle- you will be I'ellghted with your sucAND
Mrs. F. H. Pierce and son, Freder towns, third base; Anderson brothers
IMPLEMENTS
weight, said of Erne after the speedy cess as an amateur photographer.
ick, will arrive Friday from Owens- - ajid Bill .Parsons, fielders.
conflict. It was a fact that Erne was
"I came to Albuquerque for the
boro, Ky. They loft entucky today.
helpless before Branson's
' practically
A SNAP
the meeting
Mrs. Donald Tyler,, sister
of Mrs. purpose of attending
the whole battle.
during
onslaught
Six ruoms and bath with three lots:
VEHICLES
SADDLES
Pierce, will accompany them to the which was to have been held for dis- - Bronson took lead after lead awav
Full Line of
Meadow City.
cussion of a proposition to organize from Erne and left the easterner dare on corner. In good repair. $1000.00
HARNESS
SEEDS
on terms of $500.00 cash, balance in
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Parker and a state league," said Barngrover. "The zled
on
at
almost
the
dazed
ropes
and
LATEST NOVELTIES IN
family passed through Las Vegas this arrangements for the meeting did not every gong. It was a fierce fray from building and loan. If you are in need
of a home, investigate this one at
afternoon on Colorado & Southern pri materialize, however, and will not be
gong to gong, and Erne acknowledged INVESTMENT
CORPO& AGENCY
vate
en
route
No.
car
to
I
900,
from
the
am
that
held.
here
M.
say,
though,
BELTS,
after the meeting that he was unable RATION,
A.
ManGeorge
to
Fleming,
Denver.
Pacific coast
Mr. Parker in any event, Santa Fe Is in strong to
at
any
stop Branson's punishment
ager, Phone Main 40.
is vice president of the Colorado & for any kind of an arrangement.
We
HANDBAGS,
time.
Southern.
will join a league or will sign for a
I
"I believe that
have proved my
Mr. and Mrs. V. S. Haveland of scheduled number of games with ASHIRTWAIST SETS,
to the welterweight belt," said
right
Brooklyn, after spending several days lbuquerque. We hope to have the best Bronson after the go, "but if Erne Is
In Las Vegas visiting Mr. and Mrs. of baseball relations with Albuquer
not satisfied I am willing to meet
LINK CUFF BUTTONS.
J A. LaRue, left this afternoon for que this year and hope to give the him for 20 rounds at
Capital Paid in
Surplus
any time and
Los Angeles. They stopped off in Las fans a run for their money."
will post any amount up to the $5,000
$100,000.00
$50,000.00
Vegafe enroute from New York to the
know that I
that I can heat him.
Pacific coast.
The Santa Fe line up sounds pretty can outbox Erne and know further
Mrs. J. van Houten, after spending good, wtth the
Hoffman &
exception of the
I am his master in every part of
several weeks in Las Vegas visiting "smokes." The colored gentlemen 'nro that
the
ring game."
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Chris
excellent baseball players but at their
PHONE MAIN 104
Bronson will now meet all comers
J. n. CUNNINGHAM. President
HOSKINS, Cashier.
returned to her home in Raton last performance here nearly two
PRANK SPRINOBR,
in defense of the title. He believes
this afternoon, Miss Jeanette Spies years ago some of them made themthat the legitimate weight for welters
Always Something New.
accompanied Mrs. van Houten to the selves obnoxious to the crowd. As a
142 pounds, just as it has been set
is
Gate City.
result it has been taoltly understood for many years, and at that is willing
Mr. and Mrs. George Mariner will that no teams with negro players are
to meet Gibbons who says he will
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
leave this evening for Topeka whers allowed to play on the local field.
was
fight at 146 pounds. Gibbons
Mr. Mariner who
they will reside.
beaten by Erne at that weight, but
was cnier clem in tne santa fe suKANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK.
Branson knows that Gibbons cannot
will
offlve.
be
employ
perintendent's
Kansas City, March 6,- -r Cattle Re- meet him under true welter condied in the general offices of the Santa
ceipts 8000, including 700 southerns; tions and offer any sort of a battle.
Fe at Topeka.
market steady. Native steers $5.75
The only other contender, outside of
George Morehead arrived last night 8.50;
southern steers ?5.25b.f&, Packy McFarland, is "Wild Cat" Ferns
from the west. Mr. Morehead wa3 southern cows and heifers $3.25 5.25;
of Kansas City. McFarland has been
formerly cashier of the Castaneda native cows and heifers $3.2506.75; offered a battle
by Bronson but the
Capital Stock,
hotel, and has again resumed charge stockers and feeders $4.256.45; bulls
refuses to take on
Pet"
"Stockyards
went-erof the finances of that hostelry. Mr
$4.005.25; calves $4.508.50;
the Indiana man at the 142 pound
Office with the San Miguel National Bank
Morehead has been in Arizona and
steers $5.007.25; western cows limit
California during the past several $:t.505.25.
in
Ferns has expressed a desire
Win. G. Haydon
months.
Receiuts 11.000: market' meet Bronson and it is
President
hops
that
probable
Edward Y. Lujan, who has been steady to 5 cents lower. Bulk of sales
H. W. Kelly
Vice President
he will be given the opportunity In
here several days visiting his mother, $6.30G.55; heavy $6.306.00; packnext 30 days. Ferns won his best
the
D.
T.
Hoskins
Treasurer
has returned to Santa Fe, where he ers and butchers $6.406.60; lights
favor by knocking out Dave Deshle,
A
I
17 is emnloved. Mateo Lilian, who is $C.256.55: pigs $4.755.25.
rtHvi.Mntviatil
successy located in Santa Fe where he trans- Sheep Receipts 7000; market 10 to but Bronson has met Deshler not
Interest PeJd on Deposits
times and does
fear
three
fully
comacts the duties of assistant land
15 cents higher. Muttons $3.50 5.25;
Kansan's chance at the title. Paul
A missioner, is here visiting his wife, lambs $5.256.90; fed wethers and the
in
of Cleveland is another welt
Koehler
the
H who is ill in St. Anthony's sanitarium. yearlings $4.256.00; fed ewes $3.00 er who drew
with Ferns, but Bronson
mk
5.00.
meet Koehler at any
to JH
to
offered
has
MemoThe Altar Guild of St. Paul's
time for any amount in the way of a
rial church will meet at Guild Hall
Regular communication of Chapman side purse.
Greatest Moving Picture
Thursday afternoon at 4:15 o'clock.
The Indiana fighter is not the type
lodge No. 2 A. F. A. M. Thursday eve
Masterpiece
March 7th, at 7:30. All mem of campion who Is willing to rest on
WOULD ELIMINATE MIDDLE MEN ning,
bers and visiting brethren are cor- his laurels, but while he has the
St. Paul, Minn., March 6. The most
invited to attend.
chance wishes to meet all of them
dially
in three reels, with Miss
in
ever
undertaken
ambitious project
Mabel Taliaferro, one of the
of the country for cosection
this
highest priced stars of the
operation in the marketing of farm
American stage in the name
This production is
products is to be launched at a meetpart.
beyond doubt the ultimate
ing which began in this city today.
achievement of the world's
The meeting is to last three days and
and
greatest picture maker,
is attended by representative farmwe are indeed fortunate in
ers and grain growers of Minnesota
being able to present to you
this superb masterpiece ol
North and South Dakota. It is
and
photographic and dramatic
to organize an association
planned
further
for
Watch
art.
which shall have for its purpose the
m
ii
announcements.
securing of adequate and satisfactory
With K C Baking Powder any
market facilities for the producer
housewife can easily make biswithout the necessity of employing so
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
cakes and pastries that surcuits,
men
as
at
middle
present.
many
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prodpass the product of the world's
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
greatest chefs. A trial will prove
SEEK CLEMENCY FOR SLAYER
night from tjae Gate City on business.
Herbert W. Clark left this afternoon on a short business
trip to
Santa Fe.
George H. Farrand arrived this afternoon from his home in Raton on
business.
Pfiece Murphy came In yesterday
afternoon from Trinidad where he has
been for the past six months.
Mrs. Charles Ilfeld and Mrs. Lutl
wig William Ilfold will leave tomorrow night for an extended
trip to New
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tate of Ohio, city of Toledo,
ss.
J' Lucas County,
Frank J. Cheney makes oath
that he is senior partner of the firm

of F. J. Cheney & Co., doing business
in the City of Toledo. County and
State aforesaid, and that said firm
will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED
DOLLARS for each and very case of
Catarrh that cannot le ;ured by the
R H (TRE
use of HALL'S CAT
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed
in my presence, this 6th day of December. A. D. 1886.
A. W. GLEASON.
(Seal)
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken interupon tht
nally and acts directly
blood and mucous surfaces of the
svstem. Send for testimonials free.
O.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo,
Sold bv all druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

Jefferson City, Mo., Marph 0. A
movement is under way to obtain a
commutation of sentence in the case
of Hez Rasco, the murderer of the
Hubbell family, who is to be Executed
this month.' Rasco's crime wit one of
the most atrocious in the - criminal
records of Missouri. His victims were
Odell Hubbell and his wife and two
children, who were found murdered in
Nodaway county on November 20,
1910. Suspicion pointed toward Rasco,
who had served a prison term for one
murder. Bloodhounds followed the
trail to his home, where ne was found
in hiding. A bloody shotgun was
found on the RaBCo premises and the
shoes of the suspected man fitted the
tracks aroupd the Hwrell home. He
wag tried at Maryville a year ago and
found guilty. According to the evidence at the trial, a poker game in
which Rasco lost heavily and Hubbell
won furnished the motive for the
quadruple killing.

statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only aprotection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

that to your entire satisfaction.

Send for the

KC Cook's Book

See below

A lifetime of pleasant

If f

bake-day-

s

if you use
25

BAKING
POWDER

It

Ounces
for

25cts.

Complies with the National and State Pure Food taws. Send for the K C
The K C Cook'3 Book, conc?.n haT 8 copy FREE.
sent free upon receipt of the colored
taining 90
certificate packed in the
can. Send it today.

J'U

Jaquea

Mfg. Co., Chicago
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Always Pays to Buy Advertised Goods
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me distant rumbling 01 a rauroafa
train cams from his parted lips. From
a rumble it quickly grew into a vtry
good imitation of an automobile horn.
Higher and higher it rose, until the
,
btartling crescendo broke in a fierce.
choking leviathan of a snore!
The host Jumped to his fest with
the obvious intention of rendering
first aid to the injured. The hostess
gave a sharp, quite involuntary shriek.
Mrs. Trumbull stonily fixed her unseeing eyes upon the glittering stage.
Mrs. Trumbull's social aspirations
the vocifera
were, an a rule, the source of much Trumbull, awakened by
but unconscious of the cause of
flippant Joy to her husband. It was tion,
his awakening and considerably re--I
only when Trumbull himself was freshed
by his little nap, sat looking
called upon to shine at dinner parties
about for the cause of the disturbance,
pr disport in drawing rooms that he with the
frank, innocent, interested
teased to consider In the light of a
of a child.
eyes
fair
Joke
wife's desire to set her small
Mrs. Trumbull devotes most of her
peet firmly upon the neit higher rung time now to settlement work. She re--1
of the ladder.
the empty life of the society
The cream of the Joke looked to him gards
woman with a scornful pity.
particularly pale and blue the evening
he announced triumphantly that Mrs.
Fulton, the one wealthy woman of
TOO
heir acquaintance, had Invited the HARD ON MRS. PACKER,
(Trumbulls to sit In her box at the
ppera the following Thursday evening. Little Mistake In Matter of Tickets
Causes No End of Annoy"I'm perfectly willing for you to
ance.
fcpend your nights and Sundays pursuto
the
its
lair,"
aristocracy
ing
Blueberry was a small and unlmpor- Trumbull, "but you know I'm
pot a parlor pet. I'm all right as a tant rural railroad station, and the
means of support, but I'm sure to post of ticket agent was held by Mrs.
tnake a donkey of myself if I try to do Nancy Dipple, an energetic woman
the society act Can't you go alone?" who lived near the tracks. Travel to
i
Mrs. Trumbull set her Hps. "That and from the town was light, and havMrs.
prould be Impossible," she said. "But, ing little use for a separate office,
Of course, if you don't want to go I Dipple sold railroad tickets, when they
can tell Mrs. Fulton that you have a were called for, at her own house,
business engagement that will prevent where she kept her stock for safety
in a bureau drawer.
our goiug."
Besides selling tickets, Mrs. Dipple
It was sot until her lips began to
ijuiver that Trumbull realised how "did for" a houseful of boarders and
A ticket for
much it meant to her. He promised a shiftless husband.
town being required one day when the
to go.
agent's hands were occupied with the
Mrs. Dipple
The night of the theater party the mixing of biscuit dough,to act as
her
husband
her
requested
In
weather turned cold. Trumbull,
comblissful forgetfulness of the festivity, representative, and he obligingly In
entered the house in a whirl of snow plied. A little later he appeared
the kitchen with a troubled brow.
and icy wind.
'Nancy," he asked, anxiously, "was
Mrs.
cried
dear?"
"Is that you,
blue?"
(Trumbull from upstairs, where she any of the town tickets
"No all redv" said Nancy.
Trumabout
getting
fluttering
ftvas
"Well," Mr. Dipple rubbed his head
bull's evening regalia ready for him
with
a disturbed look,'! sold Mrs.
on.
to put
Packer a blue ticket, an" then after"Yep," responded Trumbull, followsome red tickets In
ing the sound of her voice up the wards I noticed "
an'
the
drawer,
stairs.
"Forevermore!" Mrs. Dipple broke
His face fell when he saw Jhe
clothes lying on the bed. "Ohlhe out in great vexation. "Did I ever see
I
ejaculated in a voice from whloi fill the like You've gone and sold her
Was
one
milk tickets, the last one
o'
fled.
"I'd
my
this
had
Joy
forgotten
the evening of the blowout." He shiv- 1 had, you careless critter, and now
the train's gone and we can't get it
ered audibly. "It's an awful sight"
Mrs. Trumbull tripped over to the back! And milk's so dear, too!"
dresser and began a search for his Youth's Companion.
tie. "I ordered a taxi," she said,
elieerily. "It's to be here promptly
Modern Appliances for Whaling.
ut a quarter to eight"
The use of the modern whaling canIn the taxlcab Mrs. Trumbull non
and
of the
in
looked at her husband in undisguised more place
hand harpoon has
picturesque
satisfaction.
familiar for a good many years,
"You'll be the best looking man been
but it is probably not widely known
care
it
"I
don't
she
there,"
purred.
modern invention has
Sir! Fulton's ancestors did come over that another
been pressed into service. Compressed
with the pilgrim fathers and If they air
is now pumped into the whale's
do have a butler and five maids and carcass
baluntil it resembles a
a governess, he's nothing but a little, loon, and the hole filled with toy
oakum,
dried-ushrimp. Anybody seeing you so
the whaler may set the cartwo together won't hesitate a minute cassthat
with a buoy to mark it,
afloat
about selecting you as the one1 Jrith without
of its sinking.
danger
the money."
In this way time can be saved in
this
trib
The spontaneity of
wifely
on the pursuit of other whales
ute pleased Trumbull. He even grew Btarting
be In sight.
which
may
less sleepy under the enlivening influence of her honeyed words.
this didn't prevent his having a
Heroism of Women.
e
fleeting wish as he seated himself in
It is painful to note that few
the chair Just behind his hostess that
medals go to women. One might
he had had another strong cup of cof- Infer from this that heroism is excluOf course he wasn't really sively a male characteristic, comments
fee.
sleepy, but a cold wind always gave the Philadelphia Inquirer. Fortunately,
him a queer feeling.
it isn't so. As a fact most women have
Mrs. Trumbull, glancing at his big, to be heroes to get through this world
'
figure and his clever, at all. They do things right along
face, and now and then which would make a man famous.
tones of Some of them exhibit constant hero-Iscatching the low, well-brehis voice, felt that It would take very
by living with men who ought to
little more to make her sinfully proud be in Jail or in the tomb. But, aside
of him. Every interested glance cast from such considerations, women have
up from the seats below them sent a done their share in every branch of
separate thrill of delight through her. heroic effort so fax as opportunities
Bho was fairly radiant.
opened.

Blighting a

Social Career

pro-Jeste-

p

WAS CHEERFUL AND RESIGNED

IN THE

MARCH 8, 1912.

WEST

Entertaining Event That Dispelled the
Blues With Which Algernon Was

THE OPTIC

"How do you like this weather, Al- gernon," asked Mr. Topfloor as he got
into the elevator one cold evening last

WANT

week.

"I doesn' min' it sah. Tain' so baa,
but it might be better," replied Algernon Impartially. "Any ol' t'lng de
ood Lo'd likes suits me, sah."
"It Is pleasant to find you so resigned and so cheerful," commented

10ttJ

"I's mighty blue las' night, but
I s well now. t'ank de Lo'd. I had a
right pleasant aft'noon at a fr"en's
house, an' dat kin' cheer me up. 'Wot
de 'caslon?' De 'casion was de fune'el
ob his sister. Dere was mighty big
Visitor Did the earthquake do
doin's to cel'b'ate de 'vent, an' de much
damage to your farm?
so
cheerful an' 'signed
whole party
Native Dont know ; I haven't found
like, I couldn' help beln" elebated up, it yet
too. Yessar dat so, de half dollars an'
Visitor Whst, the earthquake?
de quartahs de does count', t'ank you',
Native No; the farm.
sah, t'ank yo! Mebbe yo' don' know,
sah,' pursued Algernon, cheerfully, as
OF COURSE NOT
Mr. Topfloor took out his latch key to
open his front dor, "dat de gas pipes
is froze an dere aln' no dinners beln'
cooked in de 'partmen's dls ebenin'?
wif de
De gas man's confab'latin'
pipes now. He done brung his bag o'
lnst'uments, an' I guess he gwine operate on de dif'ent meters, but ef he
say dere's any danger of a conflabgra-tlo- n
in de house, I sut'ny will rlmform
yo', sah." New York Press.
grin.

A

BEGGAR

RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Five cents per line each insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
lines. All advertisements
charged
will be booked at space actually set,
without regard to number of words.
Cash in advance preferred.

MAIN 2.

Wanted

Remarkable Character Who Died in
1681 Left Bequest for Benefit
of Poor.

WANTED
S. B.

The JLawyer Now, first of all, you
must tell me whether you are really
guilty or not
The Accused Man Say; do you
think I'd hire a big lawyer like you
if I was Innocent?
RIGHT THERE

CHAPMAN

A

competent cook. Mrs
Davis, Jr., 506 Columbia.

TRUSTWORTHY MEN or women
wanted as local representatives of
High-clas- s
responsible manufacturer.
merchandise and clean selling
methods. $12.00 per week guaranteed on easy conditions, with possibility of $30.00 and advance. ExManufacperience not necessary.
turer, Box 278, Philadelphia.

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

LODGE
M.

FOR RENT Two furnished
518 Columbia avenue.

NO. 2, A. F. A B. P. O. ELKS Meets second
fourth Tuesday evening of
Regular com

rooms,
6t

aM

mm

Visiting
month at O. R. C. hall.
munication first and
are cordially invited. Qes
brothers
third Thursday In task
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D. W.
month. Visiting broth- Condon,
Secretary.
cordial ly invited.
K. O. Herman, W. M. ; D. R. Murray.
KNIGHT8 OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
Secretary.
..NO. 804. Meets second and fonrtB
Thursday in O. R. C. haH. Pioness
LA8 VEGA8 COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
building. Visiting members are oer
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Invited. W. R. Tipton. G. JLt
Tues-VOdially
ular conclave second
P.
E.
Mackrl, F. 8
day in each month at Masonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. C. D.
WOODMEN OF AM ERIC,
Boucher, S. C; Chas. Tamme. Re MODERN
In
the forest of brotherly
Meet
corder.
love at Woodmen of the WorlO
hall, on the second and fourth FriLA8 VEGAS CHAPTER No. 3, ROYAL
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Clays
ARCH
M80NS Regular convoca
VisitConsul; G. Laemmle. Clerk.
tion first Monday in each
are
especially
neighbors
ing
month at Masonic Tern
and cordially invited.

Ju

Reg-tkjy- S

0

e

pie,

at

7:30 p. m.

M. R.

Williams, H. P.; P. A.
Brinegar, Secretary.

DENTISTS.
DR. E. L. HAMMOND

CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
8. Meets first and third Fridays in Suit
Masonic Temple. Mrs. T. B. Bowen,
Worthy Matron; James O. Rutledge
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp,
Secretary. Phone Main 329, 120
Grand avenue.

4,

Dentist
Crockett Building. Has psoas
at office and residence.

ATTORNEYS
& HUNKER

HUNKER
Geo. H. Hunker

EL
DORADO
LODGE
NO.
1,
Attorneys
KNIGHT8
OF PYTHIAS Meets Las Vegas,
every Monday eve-

ning in Oaatle Hail.
Visiting Knights are
invited.
cordially
jChas.

38

E. Liebsoh-nleCha n o e 1 1 o

Chester A. Hunks
at Law.
New Merle.

PHYSICIANS
H. W.

r,

HOUF, D. O., M.

D.

Physician and Surgeon
I treat all kinds, of diseases,
out.
Commander. Harry
Martin, Keeper of make a specialty of eye, ear, nose an
throat, and the fitting of glasses.
Records and Seal.
Phones: Office, Main 46; Residence

r

Vegas 342.
Office:

Grand Avenue.
706 Sixth Street

506 &

Residence:

LOCAL

TIME CARD

EAST BOUND

Arrive

FOR RENT One of the best residences in old town. One block to Plaza,
high healthy rooms, warm in winter,
nice and cool In summer. The Investment and Agency Corporation.

Danger of Gasolene Fumes.
In a letter to the New York Medical Journal Dr. T. D. W. Pinckney declares that public warning should be
given in regard to danger from fumes

HANDLED

DIRECTORY

AND BUSINESS

WANTED Experienced sewing girl. FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
Also one for housework. Mrs. Da102 Meets every Monday night at
vis, 414 Columbia.
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are
WANTED
To buy, yearling or
cordially welcome. E. E. Gehrlng,
steers. F. J. Wesner.
president; J. T. Bonier, secretary;
C. H. Bally, treasurer.

For Rent

DINNERS

AMD REGULAR

RAN8FORD

WANTED A janitor who is handy
with tools, knows something about
machinery and has no bad habits.
Answer with whole name and give
references. Address X., Optic.

REMEMBERED

Gifts of clothing are being made in
many market towns and villages of
Surrey to the poor from a bequest
left for the purpose by Henry Smith,
or "Dog" Smith, as he was more generally called, having earned the sobriquet from the fact that he was
never seen without a dog at his heels.
This remarkable character lived
about two and a half centuries ago,
and was one of the best known figures in Surrey. He was originally a
silversmith In the city of London,
and, prospering in business, acquired
estates In different parts of England,
Developing eccentricities as he grew
old, he adopted the life of a beggar.
His wanderings were confined almost
entirely to Surrey, and he is said to
have begged his way through every
town and village in the country. At
his death in 1681 he left all hit
wealth to the market towns and parishes of Surrey, and the endowments
enabled each town to spend $250 and
each village about $30 on the purchase of clothing for its poor.
JMltcham, however, was excluded
from his benefactions, Smith's explanation being that on one occasion
the Inhabitants of Mitcham whipped
him through the village as a common
vagrant. London Chronicle.

i
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OPTIC'S NUMBER,

BEST GOODS

SOCIETY

COLUMN!

Mr. Topfloor.
"T'ank you," I's right cheerful die
ebenin'," replied Algernor with a broad

AS

SHORT ORDERS

THE

Afflicted.

CAFE

LOBBf RESTAURANT ANP

THE

No.
LODGE NO. 545,
No.
I. o. of B. B.
Meets every first
No.
Tuesday of the month In the vestry
rooms" of Temple Monteflore at s
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are

2.
4.
8.

J. E. ROSENWALD

Invited
Isaac Appel,
cord:.lly
President; Charles Oreenclay, Sec- No.
No.
retary.

Bepan
9:10 p. m.
.11:06 p m
. 1:16 a. m

.

9:15
11:10
1:25
2:10

p.

wk.

p.

a.

a. m
p. m

WEST BOUND
1
3

No. 7
No. 9

1:20
6:10
4:40
6:35

p. m.
a. m
p. m
p. m

1:45
6:15
4:50
7:00

p. nv
p. m.

p. m
p. m

FOR RENT 5 room house on hill, RED CLOUD TRIBE NO. 4, Red Men
Meet in Fraternal
electric lights, good location, rent
Brotherhood
Backache Almost Unbearable
A. M. Adler, Sachem; David
hall.
5301
Phone
Westor
cheap.
Purple
lb an almost certain result of kidney
ern Union Telegraph company.
Flint, chief of records and collector trouble. D.
She This isn't the first time he
Toomey, 803 E. OIhe St..
where gasolene is burned and cites was ever married.
of wampum.
Visiting brother
"I suffered
unBloomington, 111., says:
was
man
found
who
the case ol a
v elcome.
He How do you know?
FOR RENT 2 room furnished house
with backache and pains in my kidconscious and near death after beShe When the clergyman faltered
92 L'neoln avenue.
neys which were almost unbearable.
ing for a short time in a small room he prompted him.
I gave Foley Kidney Pills a good trial,
in which an automobile engine was
ToI. O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. and they done wonders for me.
running.
I can do a hard day's work and
day
1.
was
HAD BEEN THERE BEFORE
Meets every Monday evening at not feel the effects." O. G. Schaefer
"Some time ago," he sayB, "I
their ha'l on Sixth street. All visit- and Red Cross Drug Co.
also called to see a plumber who
A
SALE
FOR
good Cypheris incubawas rendered helpless and almost uning brethren cordially Invited to attor, 240 eggs capacity. Also good
conscious by fumes from his gasolene
You can say goodbye to constipatend. J . D. Fridenstine, N. G.;
cream separator. Ackerman Dairy,
torch. It appears that only a small
tion with a clear conscience If you
M.
V.
T.
Frank
G.;
Elwood,
Fries,
amount of the fumes is necessary to
124 Commerce street.
use Chamberlain's Tablets. Many-havSecretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer;
cause helplessness and that there is
been permanently cured by their
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
use. For sale by all druggists.
little or no warning of danger in the
FOR SALE One dun colored mare
feeling of the one affected.
mule will be sold at public auction
"Persons working alone in their
at 10 o'clock, Saturday morning, at
xmall private garages are in grave
City Hall.
danger when they let their engines
When the first act was about half
Quarrel Discreet
run for even a short time," says Dr.
over her satisfaction was dispelled by
"Why do you employ such elaborate Pinckney. "Chance alone saved the
FOR SALE Good team of mares in
an all too familiar sound. She cast a circumlocution
when you tell a man men in the two cases I mention."
terrified glance toward the rear of the
foal, suitable for all kinds of farm
you doubt his veracity?"
box. What she saw. caused her to start that
work, or will trade for cattle. ,T. A.
to use the longest
better
It
find
"I
Old Mackintoshes.
jwlldly to her feet Too latel
Reviving
I
can
If
a
Raycroft, Watrous, N. M.
words possible.
compel
can be
Trumbull's head had fallen to one man
Shabby old mackintoshesascerthe
to
consult
to
dictionary
side, his eyes were closed, his mouth tain Just what I mean, both our tem- made as good as new at home for a
FOR SALE 50 large laying hens, also
was open. A sound closely resembling
small outlay, and by the exercise of a
30
pers get a chance to cool."
friers. Mrs. Robert Ralney,
Boll
a
and
little care
patience.
Phone Main 292.
little linseed oil and add to this about
PHONE-MAI20 drops of terebene (to be had at any
227
mixthis
hot
While
apply
FOR
SALE
Buff
chemist's).
Plymouth Rock
ture to the mackintosh with a brush.
baby chicks, $12 per 100. Orders
Allow it about 48 hours to dry in, and
filled till July 1. Mrs. M. E. StevMr. Askitt Did you ever forget the
'.hen wash the whole over with India
ring on your wedding day?
ens, Humboldt, Kan.
rubber solution dissolved in methyMr. D'Vorsay Yes; once or twice.
cream.
of
thickness
to
the
lated spirits
FOR SALE Choice setting Plymouth
TAILOR FOR MEN
Leave this another two days to dry
ADAPTABILITY
Rock and White Wyandotte eggs.
and the mackintosh will be found to
havu a smaath and hard surface, as
1030 Fifth street Oscar E-- Buroh.
calculated to resist all moisture as
te
Home.
and
Made
at
Stylish
Everything
when the coat was new. The same
Music Fever.
process will, o fcourse, do for rain
d
Walter Damrosch, the eminent muaats, sponge bags and all
Bring in Your Cleaning and Pressing
things.
sician, told, at a dinner in New York,
a story about Patti.
!
"When the Patti fever was at its
WILL DOLL BUILDING
603 LINCOLN
Measuring River Flows.
height," he said, "a worthy PhiladelIn its work of stream gauging
phia couple decided to buy tickets at
measuring the flow and (volume of riv$8 each. So they drew $16 out of
Classified ads. search out thejpeople to whom
methods the United
ers by
amona; all
bank.
of
those
who MIGHT BUY-- the
States geological survey
'''But $16 seemed a good deal of
particular thin is worth most.
13
fiscal
year with
during the past
money to spend on a single evening's
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to some-on- e
states, the states contributing over
music. In brief, after a serious talk,
20c per IN lb.
who
cM$ lbs. or Mora, EaoH Delivery
$49,000 and the survey doing the work.
reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
the worthy couple decided to devote
.oOO I be. to ION lbs, Baali Delivery
tse per 100 lb.
The geological survey also
the $16 to charity.
of your property unless it were advertised
hear
here.
In this work with the reclamation serMtt per 1M Ike.
200 lbs-- te 1,001 lbs Eid, Delivery
"So they seat the money to a poor
office
of
Indian
affairs
and
the
vice,
whom
man
who
and
40o
SO lbs. to
knew
100
read and answer ads. in this newspaper,
the poor
Others,
200 lbs
Bach Delivery
they
(bs.
per
want
the forest service. Ninety-siman bought two tickets with it, and
gauging
B0 per 100 lbs.
m Than SO lbs. Each Delivery
are anxious to find and pay cash for)
(and
Btatlons were maintained in
books, automobiles
took his wife to hear Patti."
used machinery and furniture articles of usefulness
with the reclamation service, 13
of any
with the Indian office
in
sort, and musical instruments.
Japan's Weslth of Coal.
with the forand 194 in
There are not fewer than 1,100,000,-00- 0
As the classified ads. are read by all
est service on streams draining na"1 thought you intended raising
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
possible buyers of all
tons of coal deposited in Japan.
tional forests. In all 1,105 gauging shlckens on your place?"
aud Lasting- Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders' of the
coal Is now being mined at the
This
were
in
at
close
stations
the
undid
as
"So
1,
but
operation
it
is
frequently
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
best markets!
of the last fiscal year.
let' the water I raise ducks instead " rate of 14,000,000 tons a year.
How-Seve-

r,

Car-aegl-

good-nature-

Fr Sate

d

d

Crystal Ice Co,
Pure Ice

r

CHAS. LEWIS

Up-to-da-

water-proofe-

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders

RETAIL PRICES

AGUA PURA COMPANY
-

THE OPTIC DOES JOB PRINTING.
The Optic's Job Department is Equip
ped to do Any Kind of Job Printing.

DO YOU NEED

BUSINESS

DO YOU NEED OFFICE

OR CALLING CARDS?

STATIONERY?

The Optic Can Furnish Them.

The Optic Can Furnish it.

ARE YOU GOING TO HAVE A PUBLIC

SALE MR. FARMER?

The Optic Can Furnish The Sale Bills.
Are You Going to Make Reduction in Certain
Lines, Mr. Merchant?
The Optic Can Furnish You With Handbills
And Advertising Space, a Combination That
Cannot be Beat For Successful Results. tt t

Have You a Book or Catalogue
To be Published?
The Optic is Prepared to do Book Work.

Blank and Loose Leaf Books Can
lways be Obtained of The Optic.

A-

The Job Department is Presided Over by an Expert Commercial
Printer And is Supplied With The Most Modern Machinery.

X X

Prices Are The Lowest Consistent
With the Best of Labor and Material.

LET US FIGURE ON YOUR NEXT JOB.

Co
The Optic Publishing
PHONE MAIN

2.

LOCAL NEWS

With Your Next Order
For Groceries From The

BOOK

HAVE THEM SEND YOU A COUPON

or 20 Dollars

0-15

AND GET A
2

2 PERCENT DISCOUNT

Percent Sounds Small: But Figures 24 Percent Per Annum
as you will use at Least a Book Each Month.
CAN YOU BEAT THIS AND BE SAFE?
We pay on Demand CASH for COUPONS, less the
Two Percent Discount Which we Allowed You.

IKE DAVIS
On Account of the Storm, Butter and Eggs are
Higher, but our Price Remains the Same.

N. B.

35c For the Highest Grade Creamery Butter
30 cts. a Dozen tor Strictly Fresh Eggs.

THOSE
AFTER MEAL SIESTAS

WITH
CIGAR

or PIPE

IN EASY CHAIR
IF SAID

WILL BE FOUND MUCH MORE ENJOYABLE
CONSIST

MEALS

OF

OUR

QUALITY

GROCERIES

We Have Each Day
Hubbard Squash
Carrots

Spinach
Cabbage
Cauliflower
Celery
and California Head Lettuce.

Turnips

J.

POSTAL BANKS TO

Santa Fe dynamo test car No. 29
came In this afternoon with engine
No. 1S16 on train No. 10 from Albuquerque, and was scheduled to make
on
Pinch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged the return trip with the engine
A
No. T. late this afternoon.
trnin
In the wood. Direct from distiller?
1300
new
the
of
all
of
test
thorough
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
class engines is being made with this AUTHORITIES AT WASHINGTON
HAVE REMOVED
OBJECTION.
Mr. and Mrs. J. V. Anion havj car.
ABLE RESTRICTIONS
moved from their former home at SIS
The missionary society of the First
Fourth street to 51B Washington
Methodist Episcopal church will meer
Information has been reeived from
tomorrow afternoon at 2 30 o'clock at Washington by Postmaster Blood to
Owing to the deatn of Mrs. A. J. the home of Mrs. F. H. Crail, 909 Fifth the effect that the postal savings bank
in connection with the East Las Ve- Peppard, the regular fortnightly meet- street.
gas postofflce is now authorized to ac
ing of the Harmony club to have been
Louis Stern, formerly proprietor of cept deposits from persons other than
held tomorrow, has been postponed.
The next meeting will be held March 'be now defunct Gold Star Cash store patrons, he rule restricting the
21 with Mrs. C. V. Hedgcock, at her oi Biidge street, has taken r. posiThe rule restricting the
tion in the mercantile establishment
home on National avenue.
rescinded, as it was found to be
of Stern and Nahm on the same
one of the principal obstacles to the
The funeral of Otto Caden, who died
success of the banking system.
Friday morning at the New Mexico
Formerly Mr. Blood was unable to
The strong wind which swept Las accept deposits from residents of the
Hospital for the Insane, occurred this
morning at 10 o'clock from the chapel Vegas this morning tore down the big West side, as they are patrons of the
of J. C. Johnsen & Son. The inter- electric sign in front of the restaur- postofflce of the town of Las Vegas.
ment was in Odd Fellows' cemetery. ant of Mrs. Kate Wright, on Center He was unable to allow persons living
Rev. B. C Anderson, pastor of the street, smashing all of the lights and in
many of the country localities to
First Methodist church, officiated at slightly damaging the sign.
accounts because they lived
begin
the services. Mr. Caden was a resiwithin the territory adjacent to the
dent of Roswell and had been a paThe county commissioners were sull country postofflces. Mr. Blood expects
tient in the hospital less than a week. in session this afternoon but expect- to note a big increase in the business
He was 46 years of oge.
ed to complete the work of the March of the postal savings departmetn since
meeting before nightfall. The
the restriction has been removed.
The funeral of Morgan Jefferson,
have done little else at this
Another announcement in conneccolored, who died Saturday afternoon, meeting than pay accounts against tion with the savings department of
occurred this afternoon at 2:30 o'clock (lie county.
the postal system that will be of infrom the Bethel African Methodist
terest, especially to depositors, is that
Secundino Romero, former sheriff,
Episcopal church. The Interment was
the disposal of postal savregarding
in Odd Fellows' cemetery. Rev. Bond Isas presented to Deputy Sheriff Fewithot the loss of prinbonds
of La Junta, assisted by Rev. J. C. lipe Lopez, a handsome .38 caliber ings
the board of trusHereafter
cipal.
Carttr, pastor of the Las Vegas Celts revolver. The weapon has a tees
the
of
department wil'
savings
H.
church, officiated at the services.
penrl handle and is of beautiful con- purchase the bonds upon application
J. Dinwoody, Ralph Huston, George struction. Mr. Romero and Mr Loi?
from the holder. Bonds tendered for
Hopkins, C J. Burns, Ira Gilstrap and have been friends for many years.
purchase should be forwarded by th
Joseph Brown acted as pall bearers.
holder under registered mail direct to
William
Many friends of Mr. Jefferson, who
Hanley, the Santa Fe the board of trustees. Bonds in regmost
and
of
the best known
was one
brakeman who was badly scalded in
istered form must be assigned to the
collision of two extra
highly respected colored citizens of tht head-o- n
"board of trustees postal savings
serWat-routhe
s
Las Vegas, were present at
freight trains two miles east of
system." The assignment may be
on
well
now
is
vices ond floral tributes were many
on January 31,
before the postmastet
and beautiful.
the road to recovery and will be dis acknowledged
office, without cost.
at
the
depository
charged from the Santa Fe hospital or
on the back
indicated
as
otherwise,
AN APPRECIATION
in a few days.
bond.
of
of
means
expressing
We take this
our very great appreciation to our1
Owtng to the heavy passengor travfriends and Rebekahs, and all who so el from the east and west three of WANT RESERVATIONS
kindly assisted in the illness and todays' trains, No. 3, the California
death of our loved one and companion, Limited, No. 1, and No. 10, w;jre run
ON THROUGH TRAINS
Mrs. A. J. Peppard. Sucn acts or. through Las Vegas In two sections.
kindness will never be forgotten. The Feople taking advantage of the colfloral offerings by the Rebekah lodge onist rates to California make the NEW MEXICO DOES NOT LIKE DISand the Baptist church of which she travel heavy on No. 1 and for several
CRIMINATIONS MADE REGARDwas a member, and the Harmony and days this train has been runnlns in
ING LIMITED TRAINS
Friendship clubs, and also those two sections.
A petition endorsed by the chamber
of Mr. and Mrs. John York, Mrs, C.
The intelligent use of a road drag of commerce of Santa Fe, and the
O'Malley, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Burch,
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Roth, Mr. and on the streets of tho city has made commercial clubs of Albuquerque and
Mrs. Byron T. Mills were very those thoroughfares much more com- Las Vegas, asking that either special
beautiful. The father, brothers, sis- fortable to travel. Chief of Police Pullman cars be run on trains Nos.
ter and husband join in expressing Ben Coles had the drag made and put 3 and 4, the California limited and the
our hearty appreciation of the com it into use yesterday. The result was Chicago limited, for the accommodaRoad drags are tion of persons coming to and going
fort it gives us in the consideration highly satisfactory.
of such acts of kindness, and apprecia a good investment for a city of dirt from northern New Mexico, or thai,
tion in behalf of our loved one. May streets. They prevent roughness in passengers to and from New Mexico
the blessings of our Heavenly Father the thoroughfares and other bad af- be given equal reservation rights with
ter effects of storms.
rest on one and all.'1
through California traffic on these
two trains, has been sent to J; M.
Very Resjectfully,
WOMAN BECOMES DERANGED
A. J. PEPPARp.
general passenger agent of the
e
While traveling between Albuq
Santa Fe. At the present time no
and Las Vegas Mrs. Anne White berths are reserved for points in New
a through passenger on train No. 10, Mexico, on either of these trains, and
this afternoon showed signs of men- the
only way a person coming to or
tal derangement and after medical
going from New Mexico can ride is to
here it was found advisable take the chances oi getting a reservato have Special Officer E. R. Wells tion at train time. It would seem that
Mrs. White,
accompany! her east.
this travel would warrant extra acwho is an elcfferly lady, was enroute commodations on these limited trains.
from San Diego to Boston, Mass., and This
petition was endorsed by me
was traveling in a chair car of the Santa Fe and
Albuquerque commercial
second section of the train. For the
organizations and forwarded to Las
greater part of the trip she seemed Vegas last week. Carrying the enrational, but at times her actions dorsement of the Las Vegas commerwere queer and, it is said, on several
cial club, it was forwarded to Topeka
occasions she yelled out things which the
Every article contained
first of the week.
would not go well ?n print. While
in one oi our perfectly
the train was in Las Vegas her conlaundered bundles repredition was normal, but from her actions between here and tne Duke City
sents the best results of
it was decided best to have some one
cleaning.
accompany her. Officer Wells will
go as far as La Junta with the woman,
The color, finish, in fact,
where it will be decided whether it Is
shows
every minor detail
safe for her to continue her journey
the results of care and
eastward alone.

HAVE INCREASED

Trjr a dram of Old Tajlor bouroon
at the Opera Bar.

STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY
For

Dtm't fall to see "Uncle Tom's
Cabin" at the Browne theater, Thursday night, March 7th.

Parsley

H. STEARNS
GROCER.

ANTICIPATE
Your Furniture

Wants For Spring
We are assembling a large car in Chicago and by having same come in this
car you can save
ONE-THI- RD

IS IT WORTH WHILE?

LET US HAVE YOUR ORDER TODAY

J. C. JOHNSEN & SON

:

Con-nel-

COMPLETE

We Always Have

FOR LENT

Las Vegas Steam

Laundry
Phone Main 81

617

Douglas

American girl to do
housework. References
quired. 518 Sixth street.

WANTED

eral

LOST

A

Green-berger-

THE BEST OF EATABLES

The Graaf & Hayward Co.

EVERYBODY READS THE

...TO-DA-

VIOLETS
I

AS VEGAS OPTIC

507 Sixth Strttt

genre-

new hat, between
and the Plaza. Reward,

Leave at Optic.

Store

'InButton and Bals, of Both Black and Tan.
are Sole Agents in Las Vegas for This Make of Shoes
And Wishto Call Your Attention to The Fact That You Can

EL

We

Buy a Pair of REGAL SHOES of us at the Same Price You

Pay For Them at The Regal Shoe Stores in The East.
F0R1Y0UR NEXT PAIR OF SHOES

's

Cream Cheese
Camembert Cheese
Pickled Eels
Clams
Lobster, in tin
Lobster, in glass
Deviled Crabt
Bismarck Herring.in mustard
Rollmops
Kippered Herrings
Shrimp, Sardines
Golden Bloaters
Codfish

Y

Mackerel

25c Per Bunch

PERRY ONION & SON

toonc VegMl2t

BOUCHER'S
P. S. Constant Supply of
Southern Fresh Vegetable

COME

AND

SEE

THE REGAL.

M. GREENBERGER.

r

)

ook

MR. MERCHANT

You who are doubtful
about Electric Advertising.
Customers follow the light,
put up an Electric Sign and
have your windows lighted
by our special low flat rate.
WE

rTuHf

SH

SIGN

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.

Jefferson Raynolds President
Hal.'ett Raynolds Cashier
Davis Vice President
fl. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier

E. D. Raynolds Vice President

Stephen

B.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

l,

OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Capital,

$100,000

Sdrplus( and UndividbdIProfits $35,000

hile this bank adopts every desirable method of modern
ing, it never loses sight of that essential qualityi Absolute

FACKftCE

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

QUALITY

REGAL MODELS

de-bee-n

skill.

HOUSE OF

We Can Show You Any Size or Width in all The New

:

AT

THE

Our new Spring Line of
REGAL SHOES
Are Here

PATRONAGE

GOOD THINGS

SBtt

JUST ARRIVED

bankSafety

Interest Paid on Tune Deposits

COAL AND WOOD

WRITE

NUT

LUMP
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Mate
D. W. C OND ON
If it may be termed a science

The

Science of
Selling

Farms

ISi

must

include a means of presenting the
proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers.

To reach this

class in the southwest use the

OPTIC
WANT COLUMNS

Subscribe for Tho Optic

